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A comparison of the hybrid system simulators: Chi, Prosim and OmSim
by C.Y.Lam

Abstract

There are many different software packages which claim that they can sim
ulate hybrid systems. There are several difficulties, which one encounters
during the simulation of hybrid systems. To mention a few: the handling of
differential algebraic equations (DAEs), event handling, mode selection and
re-initialization.

In this thesis we compare three hybrid system simulation packages: Chi,
Prosim and OmSim. We give a short description of the languages and an
explanation of their syntax. The difficulties in simulation of hybrid systems
is explained by using several examples, which are implemented in the three
simulation packages.

It cannot be said which package is the best simulation package for hybrid
systems, because each package has its own strength.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Hybrid systems can be described as systems which contain both continuous
and discrete dynamics. Many real-life situations can be modelled by hybrid
systems. Because of the complexity of these systems, we wonder which sim
ulation languages and/or simulation programs are most suited for describing
and simulating hybrid systems.

Continuous systems can be modelled by e.g. ordinary differential equations
(ODE) or differential algebraic equations (DAE). ODE are explicit equations
and can be solved relatively easily, in contrast with DAE, which are implicit.
Discrete systems can be modelled by e.g. Petrinets, finite state machines, or
automata.

Currently most simulation programs are oriented for solving either continu
ous systems or discrete systems separately, but not for mixtures. There are
however, a few packages on the market which claim that they are able to
simulate hybrid systems.

In this thesis, we will investigate which (combination of) language/simulation
package(s) is/are most suited for describing/simulating hybrid systems. Fur
thermore, since hybrid systems may contain state events, we also want to
know how these can be integrated in the different simulation packages.

A simple example of a hybrid system is an electrical network with resistors,
capacitors and a diode. The diode is (ideally) either conducting (v = 0, i >
0), or blocking (v > 0, i = 0, where v, i are respectively the voltage and
the current). This system switches between two modes, a conducting mode
and a blocking mode, and each mode can be described by a different set of
equations. This example will be described in more detail in the appendix.
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By simulating simple hybrid systems with different simulation programs, we
can say something about the advantages and disadvantages of the different
simulation programs, concerning their:

• performance (accuracy, speed)

• complexity of the language

• range (continuous-time and/or disrete-event)

• compatibility with other programs

• hardware requirements

• platform

• benchmark

• upgrade possibility

There are quite many simulation packages on the market which can simulate
hybrid systems. To mention a few: 20Sim, Chi, Dymola/Dymosim, Matlab
(Stateflow Toolbox), OmSim, Prosim, Shift. We have restricted ourselves
to the following three simulation packages: Chi, OmSim and Prosim. The
reason for our choice is that these packages were available and seemed to be
the most promising ones.

Although we have not performed any experiments with the simulation pack
age Shift, a short introduction is included in the appendix.

In the conclusion we will give a summary and further comments about the
main features of the three tested simulation packages.
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Chapter 2

Hybrid Systems

2.1 Introduction

Wat are hybrid systems? Hybrid systems can be described as systems which
contain both continuous dynamics and logic switching. There are many ways
to describe a hybrid system and there are also different simulation programs
which are able to simulate a hybrid system.

It can be difficult to simulate such systems, and some of the difficulties will
be treated in this chapter. Using several examples, we will compare the
handling of these difficulties by the three simulation packages:

• For comparing the continuous behaviour of the simulation packages,
we have used a cart system model: two carts which are connected by
a spring, and where the positions of the carts are constrained by a
non-elastic stop. In this example the continuous time (CT) behaviour,
re-initialization, and state event handling play an important role.

• For comparing the discrete behaviour, we have used a tank system
model: a tank fills a jerrycan with a fluid. When the jerrycan becomes
full, it is replaced by another one. This is a more discrete event (DE)
example with time event handling.

• For comparing mode selection, we have used a mathematical Filippov
system: this system has three different modes, a positive mode, a neg
ative mode and a sliding mode, and from each mode the system can
switch to the other two modes. Because the exact solution of this sys-
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tern can be calculated, the accuracy of the different simulation packages
can be compared.

• We have also used a simple event handling test for comparing the han
dling of state events developed by van Zijl/van den Bosch [12].

The implementation of the different examples in the simulation languages will
be treated in the next chapter, together with their numerical simulations.

2.2 Difficulties in Hybrid System Simulation

In the next sections we discuss the main problems during the simulation of
hybrid systems: the solving of DAE's, event handling, selecting "modes"
(discrete state location), and re-initialization.

2.2.1 DAE in General

Consider the following set of equations:

o
f(t,XI, X2) ,

g(t, XI, X2) ,

(2.1a)

(2.1h)

(2.2)

where Xl(t) E IRP,X2(t) E IRq and g(t,Xl,X2) E IRq, p,q E IN".

This set of equations consists of two parts: a differential part (ODE) (2.1a)
and a constraint part (2.1b). This set (2.1a)-(2.1b) is often called a semi
explicit differential algebraic equation (DAE), since the dynamic (differential
equation) and algebraic parts (constraint) are decoupled. Differentiation of
(2.1b) gives:

o= og + og dXl + og dX2 .
at OXI dt OX2 dt

If og . . 1 h
~ 1S nonsmgu ar, t en
uX2

(2.3)
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holds. The equations (2.1a) and (2.3) constitute an explicit ODE, for which q
consistent initial conditions must be found by computing X2(O) from (2.1b).

If ~g is singular, multiple differentiations of (2.1b) may be required to
UX2

obtain an ODE.

The d'ifferential 'index v of a DAE k(t, x, x)
which the system

k(t,x,x) = 0,

:tk(t,x,x) = 0,

dV

-k(t,x,x) = 0,
dt v

can be rewritten as an explicit ODE

x = f(t, x) .

o is the minimal value for

In order to get this so-called underlying ODE, usually several substitutions
and other algebraic manipulations may have to be performed.

The following has to be remarked:

• It can be difficult to obtain the underlying ODE, and this procedure
must be performed automatically in hybrid system simulation packages,
which cannot solve DAEs.

• It should be obvious that (2.2) is not equivalent to (2.3) and one may
expect numerically deviations from the original constraint (the so-called
d1'ijt problem).

• It can also be difficult to find the consistent initial state ((2.1 b) must
be satisfied),when not all values of the initial state are known, or after
a re-initialization (switching from one mode to another mode).

For linear DAE systems, the situation is somewhat easier. Consider the
following linear DAE:

Ex(t) + Ax(t) = q(t) ,

6
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where E and A are n x n-matrices. If E is nonsingular, then an explicit ODE
can be obtained. Such an ODE leads to solutions (among others) of the form

x(t) = Xo eAt,

where Xo E IRn
. Substituting this in (2.4), we find for oX the eigenvalue

equation

det(EoX + A) = 0 . (2.5)

The matrix pencil (EoX + A) is called singular, if (EoX + A) is singular for all
values of A; otherwise it is said to be regular.

In case the pencil EoX + A is regular, a useful characterization of DAE can
be given by writing it in the so-called Weierstrass-Kronecker canonical form.
In this form, there exist nonsingular matrices P and Q such that

PAQ = [~ ~] , for some l, (2.6)

where the matrix N consists of nilpotent Jordan blocks and C consists of
Jordan blocks with nonzero eigenvalues [6]. By introducing

x =: Q [ ~] ,

Pq =: [ :] ,

U, v E IR1
, (2.7a)

(2.7b)

the DAE (2.4) can be written as

u(l) + Cu = r ,

Nv(l) + v = s.

(2.8a)

(2.8b)

By differentiating (2.8b), an expression for v can be found, which contains a
second derivative of v:

(2.9)

The second derivative of v can be elimated by differentiating (2.8b) twice,
and substituting this in (2.9):

(2.10)
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By repeating this procedure, a general expression for v can be found

m-I

V(t) = I)-lYNis(i)(t) + (-l)mNmv(m)(t).
i=O

(2.11)

The nilpotency index v is defined as the integer for which NV = 0 holds, and
where Nv-I i= O. By substituting m = v in (2.11) we find

v-I

v(t) = I)_l)iNis(i)(t) .
i=O

(2.12)

In the appendix we have included an example of a system which can be
described by two sets of DAE's: an electrical circuit with a diode.

2.2.2 Events

An important aspect for hybrid simulation packages is the handling of events.
Events are timing processes at which models are triggered to go from one dis
crete state to another. We will measure the speed and calculate the accuracy
of the handling of events by the different simulation packages.

Events can be divided into two kinds:

• state events, which are triggered when a certain value is reached by a
system variable, and

• time events, which take place at a fixed point in time.

An example of a state event can be found in an electrical network with a
diode. In this network there are two different modes, a conducting mode
and a blocking mode. A state event occurs when the voltage over the diode
becomes smaller than zero, or when the current through the diode becomes
negative. At that moment the diode switches from the conducting state to
the blocking state (or vice versa). Detection of state events in simulation
packages is done by detecting the zero-crossings of certain continuous states.
In case of an electrical network with a diode, the simulator has to determine
when the voltage over the diode crosses zero.

A time event takes place when an a priori specified time period has elapsed
after another event, that could be a state event, but it could also be another
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time event. An example shows up in a tank system consisting of a tank and a
jerrycan. The jerrycan is being filled with a certain fluid. When the jerrycan
is full (state event), it will be replaced by another jerrycan. The replacement
of the jerrycan requires a fixed amount of time. Hence, a state event triggers
a time event to happen a fixed amount of time later.

Let us consider a system with two carts, the first cart is connected to a solid
wall with a spring, and is constrained by a stop. The second cart is connected
to the first cart with a spring and a hook. What will happen when the first
cart hits the stop and at the same time the carts get hooked? It is obvious
that in the situation when the cart first hits the stop and then get hooked
will give a totally different solution, then when the carts first get hooked, and
then the cart hits the stop. Hence, the order in which the events take place
is very important. We also wonder how a hybrid simulator handles loopings,
where two alternating events occurs repeatedly, and whether a simulator is
able to detect a neverending looping.

It is obvious that the accuracy during a simulation plays an important role in
case the discrete events lie closely to each other, and where small numerical
errors have major influence on the simulation result.

2.2.3 Mode Selection

Mode selection is another important aspect for hybrid simulation packages.
When an event takes place, we have to determine what the next discrete
state will be. Re-initialization often depends on the selected mode, and a
wrong mode selection may lead to completely different solutions. As long as
there will only be one event occuring at a certain moment, the simulator will
know the state of the system, and can calculate the values for the next state.

2.2.4 Re-initialization

A difficult problem can be the calculation of the state variables after a re
initialization when the system switches from one mode to another mode.
As mentioned in section 2.2, a re-initialization has to satisfy the nonlinear
equation (2.1b) for the dynamics corresponding to the selected mode. It is
clear that it can be a hard problem to find such a reset in a NL-setting.
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2.3 A Cart System

The first example of a hybrid system is a mechanical system, a model of two
carts that can move without friction (see figure 2.1). For simplicity, assume
that all springs are linear and normalize all constants to 1 (k l = k2 = ml =
m2 = 1). The left cart is connected to a solid wall by a spring, and the right
cart is connected to the left cart by a spring. The position of the left cart is
constrained by a non-elastic stop. When the left cart hits the stop or leaves
the stop, an event takes place. The system switches from the unconstrained
mode to the constrained mode, or vice versa. Let Xl (t) and X2(t) represent the

Cart 1 Cart 2

Figure 2.1: An example of a mechanical hybrid system: a cart system.

difference of the position of the left and right carts from their equilibrium
positions, and let X3(t) and X4(t) represent their corresponding velocities.
When the left cart hits the stop, the position of the cart will become zero
and the system will switch to the constrained mode (state event) and the
speed of the cart will be set to zero (re-initialization).

In the unconstrained mode of this system the following equations will hold:

Xl X3 (2.13)

X2 X4 (2.14)

x3 Xl = ~ {-klXl - k2(Xl - X2)} = (2.15)
171

- 2Xl + X2 (2.16)

X4 Xl - X2' (2.17)
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In the constrained mode of this system the following equations will hold:

Xl 0 (2.18)

X2 X4 (2.19)

X3 0 (2.20)

X4 -X2' (2.21)

This model can be described in the following compact form:

Xl X3 (2.22)

X2 X4 (2.23)

X3 -2XI + X2 + U (2.24)

X4 Xl - X2 (2.25)

y Xl (2.26)

where in the constrained mode y = 0 and u 2: 0 hold and in the unconstrained
mode u = 0 and y 2: 0 hold.

When does an event take place? The system switches at times to from the
constrained mode to the unconstrained mode when the following boolean
expression becomes TRUE:

(XI(tO) = 0) f\ ((X3(tO) < 0) V (((X3(tO) = 0) f\

f\ ((X2(tO) < 0) V ((X2(tO) = 0) f\ (X4(tO) < 0)))))). (2.27)

When this event takes place, the left cart will hit the stop (XI(tO) = 0), and
its velocity will be set to zero (X3(tO+) := 0), otherwise there would be a
violation of the inequality: y :S o. Hence, in the simulation are-initialization
must take place.

The system switches at times t1 from the constrained mode to the uncon
strained mode when the following boolean expression becomes TRUE:

(2.28)

No re-initialization of state variables is needed after this event takes place.
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During the simulation of this system, we will use the following initial values:

Xl 0.3202

X2 -0,4335

X3 0.3716

X4 -1.0915

See figure 2.2 for a hybrid automaton of this system.

(2.13) - (2.17)

(2.27) = TRUE
X3 := 0

(2.28) = TRUE

(2.18) - (2.21)

Figure 2.2: The hybrid automaton of the cart system.

2.4 Tank System

The next example contains more discrete event (DE) aspects. It consists of a
tank and a jerrycan, see figure 2.3. The tank is continuously being filled at a
constant flowrate. The flow out of the tank can be controlled by opening or
closing a valve. Opening the valve will let the fluid flow out of the tank into
a jerrycan. When the jerrycan is full, it will be replaced by a new one. It
takes a certain amount of time to replace the jerrycan. Let fin represent the
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lJ
Figure 2.3: An example of a DE hybrid system: a tank system.

flow into the tank and lout the flow out of the tank, and hI, h2 the volume
of the fluid in the tank and the jerrycan respectively. The jerrycan has a
volume of Vjerry, and the time to replace a full jerrycan with a new empty
one is tdelay.

During the simulation of this system, we have used the following values:

Vjerry = 10 [l]

lin = 2 [Ifs]
tdelay = 1 [s]

Depending on the position of the valve (openfclosed), the flow lout will be 3
or 0 [lfs]. Initially the jerrycan is empty (h 2(0) = 0), and the tank contains
4 [l] fluid (hI (0) = 4).

The discrete states of this system are:

Mode 0 The jerrycan is full, and a new jerrycan has to be placed. The valve
is closed and no fluid flows out of the tank. In this state the following
equations hold:

(2.29)

(2.30)

After the replacement of a new jerrycan, which takes one second (time
event), the system switches to mode 1, and the volume of the jerrycan
is set to zero (h 2 (t) = 0).
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Mode 1 The tank is not empty and the jerrycan is not full. In this state
the following equations hold:

hI (t)
i12 (t)

fout(t)

fin - fout

fout

3

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

Now one of the following two events will be triggered:

1. The jerrycan becomes full, i.e. a state event is triggered at t = to
when the following boolean expression becomes TRUE:

(2.34)

The system switches to mode o.
2. The tank becomes empty, i.e. a state event is triggered at t = t l

when the following boolean expression becomes TRUE:

(2.35)

The system switches to mode 2.

mode 2 The tank is empty and the jerrycan is not full. In this state the
following equations hold:

(2.36)

(2.37)

See figure 2.4 for a schematic description ofthis system. In order to compare
the simulated values with the exact solution, we have calculated the solution
for the system with the given initial conditions.
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o e 2

hI = 0
h2 = 2
+=1

o e 1

hI =-1
h2 = 3
+=1

h2 ~ 10, T := 0 h2 ~ 10, T := 0

Figure 2.4: The hybrid automaton of the tank system.

Solution

Given the initial condition hI (0) = 4, h2(0) = 0, we can calculate the solution
of this system for t E [0,20]. This system starts in mode 1, because the
tank is not empty and the jerrycan is not full.

• mode 1: t E [0, 3~]:

hl(t) -t+4
h2(t) 3t

At t = 3~ the system switches to mode 0, because the jerrycan becomes
full.

• mode 0: t E [3~, 4~]:

hI (t) 2t - 6

h2 (t) 10

At t = 4~ the system switches to mode 1, and h2 is re-initialized:

15
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• mode 1: t E [4~, 7]:

h1(t) -t + 7

hz(t) 3t - 13

At t = 7 the system switches to mode 2, because the tank becomes
empty.

• mode 2: t E [7,8]:

At t = 8 the system switches to mode 0, because the jerrycan becomes
full.

• mode 0: t E [8,9]:

h1(t) 2t - 16

hz(t) 10

At t = 9 the system switches to mode 1, and hz is re-initialized again:

• mode 1: t E [9,11]:

h1(t) -t + 11

hz(t) 3t - 27

(2.39)

At t = 11 the system switches to mode 2, because the tank becomes
empty.

• mode 2: t E [11,13]:

h1(t) 0

hz(t) 2t - 16

From now on, the system is cyclic
mode 0 ---t mode 1 ---t mode 2 ---t mode 0 ---t ....

•
See figure 2.5 for a plot of this solution.
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-tank - -jerry

Figure 2.5: An example of a cyclic hybrid system: a tank system.

2.5 Filippov System

The last example we will use in the evaluation is a Filippov system (or
variable structure system): the state space is divided into two parts with
different dynamics separated by a hyperplane. In our example the two parts
are {x E lR2 I X2 > O} (mode 1) and {x E lR2 I X2 < O} (mode 2),
each with different dynamics (given below), separated by the hyperplane
{x E lR2 I X2 = O}. We can calculate the exact solution of this mathematical
model, and compare the simulated values with the exact solution.

When the system is in mode 1 (X2 > 0), the following differential equations
hold:

(2.40)

(2.41 )

when the system is in mode 2 (X2 < 0):

1

g(xd

17
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hold.

When the dynamics of mode 1 point in the direction of mode 2 and the
dynamics of mode 2 point in the direction of mode 1, the system will be in
a sliding mode. The system comes in a state where it is switching infinitely
fast from mode 1 to mode 2, and vice versa, since the dynamics of each
mode point to the opposite direction. We call this (mode 0). In this mode
the following differential equations hold:

1

>"f(Xl) + (1 - >..)g(Xl)

(2.44)

(2.45)

where 0 :::; >.. :::; 1 in the sliding mode. When>.. = 1 the system will change
to mode 1, and when>" = 0 the system will change to mode 2, see figure
2.6.

mode 1

9

-t-----+-----r---~--~ Sliding mode

f
mode 2

Figure 2.6: A Filippov system.

In the example we have taken f(xd = COS(3Xl) and g(Xl) = sin(4xl)' I.e.
when the system is in mode 1 (X2 ~ 0):

Xl (t) 1

X2(t) COS(3Xl(t)) = cos(3t),

when the system is in mode 2 X2 :::; 0:

Xl(t) 1

X2(t) sin(4xl(t)) = sin(4t).

18



This means that this system changes mode at the zero crossings of X2(t) with
the t-axis. It depends on the values of the derivatives of X2(t) to which of
the three discrete states the system changes to.

If the sequence (J, j, j, ... ) satisfies

(J > 0) V (J = 0 A j > 0) V (J = 0 A j = 0 A j > 0) V ... ),

then we write (J, j, j, ... ) >- 0 (lexicographic positive), and if the sequence
(J, j, j, ... ) satisfies

(J < 0) V (J = 0 A j < 0) V (J = 0 A j = 0 A j < 0) V ... ),

then we write (J, j, j, ... ) -< 0 (lexicographic negative).

mode 1 iff.

(J,j,j, ... ) >- 0 and (g,g,g, ... ) >- 0

mode 2 iff.

(J,j,j, ... )-<O and (g,g,g, ... )-<O

(2.46)

(2.47)

mode 0 It is sliding along the xl-axis, this possible when the first nonzero
value of the derivative of X2(t) for mode 1 is negative and for mode 2
is positive:

(J,j,j, ... ) -< 0 and (g,g,g, ... ) >- 0 (2.48)

multiple solutions In all other cases, multiple solutions may exist, and the
solution is no longer unique.

See figure 2.7 for a schematic of this system, where

h(XI,A) .- Af(XI) + (1 - A)g(xd
j(XI) .- g(xI)/(g(XI) - h(xI))

P(XI) .- (J(xd, j(xd, j(xI), ... )
q(xI) .- (g(XI)' g(xI), g(xd, ... )

19



,-------.,,--...--.,.---..,.---------, X 2 ::; 0, q(x d --< ,-O_.,........---.,.-------r;:_---,
o e 1 0 e 2

Xl = 1 Xl = 1
X2 = f(xd X2 = g(xd
(,\ = 1) (,\ = 0)

2 ~ O,p(xd --< 0

Xl = 1
X2 = h(XI''\) = 0
(,\ = j(xd)

Figure 2.7: The hybrid automaton of the Filippov system.

Solution

Let the initial mode of a system be mode 1. Given the initial condition
(Xlo, X2o) = (0,0), we can calculate the solution of this system for t E [0, 1~7r],

see figure 2.8:

• Starting in mode 1, the following equations holds:

t

1 .
"3 sm(3t)

The system remains in mode 1 until either X2(t) ~ 0 or (2.46) are no
longer valid.

\iVhen does this happen? Substituting f and 9 in (2.46) gives us the
following expression:

(cos(3 * t) > 0 V (cos(3 * t) = 0 A cos (3 * t) > 0) V ... ) A

A (sin(4 * t) > 0 V (sin(4 * t) = 0 A sin(4 * t) > 0) V ... ). (2.49)

Let to be the first value for t for which the expression above is no longer
valid and X2 = 0 is true. After some calculations, we find that to = i,
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Figure 2.8: An example of a variable structure system: a Filippov system.

and next mode to which the system switches to is mode 2, because

This means that for t E [0, ~] system remains in mode 1.

• Now, the system remains in mode 2:

t
1 1

-- cos(4t) - -
4 8

as long as X2 < O. When X2 = 0 and (2.47) is not valid, switching to
mode 1 occurs at t2 = 2;, because

cos(3 * t 1) = 1 2: 01\

sin(4 * td = ~J3 2: 0

We see that the system remains in mode 2 for t E [~, 2;] and then
switches to mode 1.
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• In mode 1 the following equations hold:

Xl (t) t

X2(t) ~ sin(3t).

At t2 = 7r the system switches to mode 0, because

and

g(7r) sin(4*t2)=OA

g(7r) 4 * cos(4 * t2 ) = 42: 0

The system stays in mode 1 for t E [2;, 7r] and then switches to mode
o.

• The system remains in the sliding mode (mode 0):

until (2.48) is not valid anymore.

This happens at t3 = 7;, and the system switches to mode 1, because

-3 * sin(3 * t 3 ) = 3 2: 0 A

. 1
sm(4 * t3) = 2V3 2: 0

• In mode 1 the following equations hold:

t
1 1
3sin(3t) + 3
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until (2.48) is no longer TRUE. This happens at t 4 = 1~1r, and beyond
this point multiple solutions exists, because:

-3 * sin(3 * t 4 ) = 3 ~ 0 A

. 1
sm(4 * t4 ) = -"2)3 ::; 0

All three modes are valid and all three result in different solutions.

•
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Chapter 3

Simulation Packages

vVe give a brief introduction of the simulation packages, which we evaluate
in this thesis. We also describe how to use these packages, and what the
advantages/disadvantages are of these packages.

Although we did not use Shift, an overview of this package is given in the
appendix.

3.1 The Ornola Hybrid Model Definition

Omola (Object-oriented MOdeling LAnguage) is an object-oriented modeling
language introduced by Andersson for Continuous Variable Dynamic Systems
(CVDS). It can also handle Discrete Event Dynamic Systems (DEDS), as well
as a combination of CVDS and DEDS: hybrid systems. Omola models can
be designed and simulated using the simulation program OmSim [9].

The Omola Hybrid Model (OHM) is defined by the tuple [1]

M = { Q = (ql, , qnq ) ,

X = (Xl, ,xnJ ,
F = (II, , inf) ,

E = (el, , enJ ,
H = (hI, , hnh ) ,

<1>,

~ = (DI, ... ,DnJ },

(discrete state)

(continuous state)

(continuous dynamics)

( event)

(invariants)

(event mapping)

(transition mapping)
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where

• Q is an array representing the discrete state of the system, where the
variables are of the type real, integer or symbolic.

• X is an array of variables of type real representing the continuous state
of the system.

• F is a set of functions containing a DAE:

(3.1)

the notation "Qt" indicates that the discrete state Q IS updated at
discrete time points.

• E is a set of events.

• H is a set of Boolean functions such that

(3.2)

define the invariants of the model.

• <I> is the map H -----+ E associating each invariant function with an event.

• ~ is a set of vector valued transition functions, each one associated
with an event ei E E, such that when an event ei occurs, the equations

(3.3)

are fulfilled. The subscripts t+ and L refer to time immediately after
(re-initialized value) and immediately before the event.

The continuous description of the OHM is given by (3.1). The value of Q
(discrete state) only changes instantaneously at certain time instances (event
times), when the system switches to another discrete state. Between these
points Q remains constant, i.e. the discrete state does not change.

The discrete description is given by:

1. the invariant functions H,

2. the mappings <I> ,
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3. the set of events E,

4. and the transition functions ~.

The events are triggered by the invariant functions. An event e = <J?(hi ) is
enabled at time te if and only if hi(te - E) = true and hi(te + E) = false for
any E > 0 and some b such that 0 < E :s; b without considering the effect of
the event.

What happens when more then one event happens at the same
time instant?

Execution of an event triggers another event. In this case the order
in which the events are executed is obvious.

More than one event result from the same invariant violation. In this
case the order in which the events are executed have a major influence
on the properties of the model.

The ordering algorithm for the OHM is deterministic. The event actions
in a DO ... END action body are not executed in sequence, but executed in a
suitable order depending on the used variables.

3.1.1 The simulation algorithm of the OHM

A scheme of the elementary parts of the algorithm for the OHM is shown in
figure 3.1, where each part is briefly described below:

Start - begin of the algorithm.

Model initialization - the user can specify the initial values (Xto , Xto , Qo),
the model parameters, and the simulation parameters. The initial val
ues have to fulfil:

(3.4)

There may be extra restrictions, which are described by an extra initial
condition function Ii:

(3.5)
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(3.6)

Integration step - the DAE is solved here for one step.

Final time? - a check to see if the simulation ends.

Check invariants - a check to see if any of the invariant functions hi are
violated. If one of the invariant functions becomes false, then an event
will be triggered. The event conditions are defined as the complements
of the set of invariant functions H.

Events - if no events have been detected, the next integration step can be
calculated, otherwise the event has to be traced. An event e may have
several event conditions defined by the set {hi: cI>(hi) = e}.

Trace event - the time instant at which an event occurs must be traced,
since events can occur between the integration points. An event con
dition in Omola is translated to an event junction, and the occurence
of an event is found by searching for the roots of the event functions.

Fire event - After firing an event ei, the ne\v values for the state variables
(Xt+, Xt+, Qt+) must be calculated from the state variables before the
event (X t_, XL, QL):

jt+ (Xt+, Xt+, Qt+) = 0 ,

fJi(Xt+, Xt+, Qt+, XL, Xt_, QtJ = 0 .

Advantages of OmolajOmSim:

Reusability - Already designed objects can be stored in libraries for de
signing other projects.

Abstraction - Objects are separated in an interface and an internal descrip
tion, and therefore they can be compared and designed independently.

DAE support - DAE can be entered in their original form, and do not
have to be rewritten to ODE.

Versatility -- Many different modeling techniques can be used for Omola
and OmSim.

Disadvantages of OmolajOmSim:

Increase of complexity When many discrete events are fired, the compu
tational speed will decrease exponentially.
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Modeling of friction is not fully object-oriented It is not possible to
model the effect of friction in a separate object.

Discrete events models not supported No creation and destruction of
variables is possible during simulation; this means that pure discrete
event models cannot be simulated.

3.1.2 OmSim - Simulator for the language Omola

OmSim is the simulation language that is used to simulate programs writ
ten in Omola, and developed at the Department of Automatic Control of
the Lund Institute of Technology in Sweden. A free version of OmSim can
be freely downloaded from their ftp site at ftp. control .1th. se and con
sists of a file OmSim. tar. gz containing Omola definitions, Xll bitmap files
and model libraries, and an executable OmSim. PC .linux. bin. gz (IBM PC),
OmSim. HP. bin. gz (HP 9000), or OmSim. SUN. bin. gz (SPARC).

We used the IBM PC + Linux version 3.7, which is a prototype release and
still under development. OmSim requires Unix + The X Windows System
rev 4 or later. The installation of OmSim is straightforward and can be in
stalled in any directory. The executable OmSim. PC .linux. bin. gz and the
file OmSim. tar. gz have to be unpacked into a directory, and some OmSim
environments variables have to be set.

3.1.3 Working with OmSim, a short manual

The OmSim environment consists of a parser which is invoked to load Omola
model definitions into the environment, a library browser which allows the
viewing of the contents of a loaded library and to select an object from
it, a graphical model editor used for displaying and editing Omola models, a
simulator which compiles Omola models and translates it into a suitable form,
and a command language interpreter (OmSim Command Language) which
is a language for writing command procedures for setting up and running
simulation experiments in OmSim.

We will describe in detail how an Omola system can be simulated, plotted
and stored in OmSim.

• First start OmSim from the command line and load the Omola model
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file with extension (om). This can be done by typing the model file
after OmSim (i.e. OmSim test.om), and more Omola model files can
be loaded using

I IOmSim Menu I -t~ -t ILoad File I]. The Library Browser will
automatically be invoked when OmSim is started, and can be used to
view and/or select the contents of the libraries.

• After selecting the proper library with the Library Browser, a Simu
lator can be created, which automatically checks, loads and creates a
simulation code for the selected library:

!\omSim Menul-t~ -t \ Simulator I!
When the loaded model library contains errors, no simulations can be
run and the status of the simulator will be showing "Error". In case the
model library is correct, the status will be showing" Reset". It is also
possible to change the values of the variables of the simulated model
by creating a Access Tool:

ISimulator Menu I -t IAccess I -t \ All Variables I

• Another important simulation tool is the Plotter, which can be created

by: I ISimulator Menu I -t IPlotter II
The Access Tool is used to select the variables to plot by choosing the
variables and connecting them with the Plotter.

• The simulation results can also be stored to an ASCII file by creating
a StoreFile and connecting the appropriate variables with the Access

~~o:~ulator Menu I -t IStore Data II

• vVe start the simulation by entering the simulation Stop Time and let
the simulation run. The full plot can be made visible by clicking on
the button Rescale.

For the simulations of the used examples, we have used the (default) values
for OmSim as can be found in table 3.1.
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DAE options
Output step (%) 1.0
Relative error 0.001
Absolute error 1e-6
Minimal step 1e-12
Start step 0.01
DAE method Dasrt
Init options
Algebr. Solver enabled
method Hairer
absolute error 1e-6
relative error 0.001
max.iteration 40
Event options
Log events disabled
Give warnings enabled
Debug printout disabled
Stop bef.events disabled
Condition Eps 1e-1O
Time Eps 1e-6
Max.rep.firing 10

Table 3.1: The used values for the OmSim Simulator.

3.2 The X language: An Introduction

"The X language is a combined continuous-time/discrete event language for
specification, simulation and control of industrial systems. It is constructed
using a small number of orthogonal language constructs, which makes this
language easy to use and learn." [2]

The X model of a system consists of process instantiations and channels,
which connect these processes. A process may exist of a continuous time part
only (in the form of a DAE), a discrete event part only, or a combination of
both (hybrid).

In processes only local variables are used, and the interactions between pro
cesses take place by means of channels. There are two kinds of channels:

• continuous channels, which are symmetrical, and
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• discrete channels, which are used for input in one process and for output
in another one.

Two variables (for example: x and y), which are from different processes can
be linked through a continuous channel. This will add an algebraic equation
to the set of DAEs of the system (in the example: x = y).

The continuous time part of X is based on DAEs; the user only has to specify
the equations, so the user does not have to determine the underlying ODE.

The discrete event part is based on communicating sequential processing
(CSP).

The interaction between the discrete event part and the continuous time part
is done using a state event statement.

3.2.1 Syntaxis of X

Systems (syst) are parametrized and set up in the following form [3]:

syst systemname(parameter declarations) =
I[ channel declarations I process or system instantiations]1 (3.7)

Processes (proc) are parametrized in a similar way as systems and consist
either of a continuous time part, a discrete event part or a combination of
both:

proc processname(parameter declarations) =

1[ variable declarations I links I {DAE} I discrete-event statements] I

(3.8)

Processes only have local variables, and all interaction takes place by means
of channels. Channels can be declared as process or system parameters:
discrete channels are used as an input or an output, continuous channels do
not have a direction.

Data types in Chi are predefined types like boolean, integers and reals. A
data type can be postfixed with a unit of measurement. All continuous
variables are assumed to be of type real, and are defined by only specifying
their units.
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The continuous time part of Chi is based on DAEs. The DAEs are de
clared as a set:

(3.9)

If a DAE depends on the mode of the system, then a guarded DAE ([GE])
can be used:

(3.10)

where EQ represents a DAE and the boolean expressions bi (1 ::; i ::; n) are
guards. When a guarded DAE is evaluated, at least one of the guards must
be open (bi = true) and only one EQi (1 ::; i ::; n) will be selected.

Links (-<l) are used to associate variables with a channel:

var -<l channel , (3.11)

where var is a single variable or a tuple. The variables and the channel must
be of the same data type.

The discrete event part is CSP-like real-time concurrent programming
language [7].
Interaction between discrete-event parts of processes takes place by means
of synchronous message passing or by synchronization:

de c?x c . (3.12)

I.e. consider the channel c connecting two processes, then execution of de
in one process causes the process to be blocked until c?x is executed in the
other process. Execution of c- in one process causes the process to be blocked
until c- is executed in the other process.

A process executing the time passing statement !:1t is blocked until the time
has increased by t time-units.

The simplest discrete selection is non-deterministic selection ([GE]):

(3.13)

where bi (1 ::; i ::; n) is a guard, and Si (1 :s; i :s; n) is a statement. If none of
the guards is open, then the statement terminates, otherwise the statements
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Si associated with the open guards are evaluated, where the compiler chooses
the execution order of the statements.

Selective waiting ([GW]) is written as:

(3.14)

where the guard bi; Ei is open if bi evaluates to true and the event statement
E i can actually take place. If none of the guards is open, then the state
ment terminates, otherwise [GW] remains blocked until at least one of the
guards is enabled. The event statement Ei belonging to the enabled guard
will be executed, followed by the execution of the corresponding statement Si.

Repetition of the statements [GB] and [GW] is denoted by placing an asterix
(*) in front of it: *[GB] and *[GW]. The repetition ends when all guards
are closed. The repetition *[true ----+ S] can be abbreviated to *[S].

The discrete-event part of a process can be synchronized with the continuous
part of a process by using the state event statement:

\7be, (3.15)

where be is a boolean expression involving at least one continuous variable.
Execution of \7be will block the process until the relation be becomes true.

3.2.2 The hybrid Chi compiler

Chi uses a hybrid compiler which is based on the discrete Chi compiler [11].
The hybrid Chi compiler uses a public domain DAE solver to solve DAEs:
DDASRT. At the moment the solver has some restrictions:

• Time derivatives can be used in equations, and be assigned, but cannot
be used in nabla statements, i.e. x':: =1 is correct, nabla x' <1 is
incorrect. This can be solved by adding a second time derivative, i.e.
y=x' and to use y where x' is intended .

• The number of equations during the simulation has to remain the same.
For example,
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[ g -> xl=xset, x2=xl
I not g -> xl=O
]

is incorrect, since the first guard gives two process equations, while the
second one gives only one.

• It is not possible to mix algebraic with differential variables, i.e.

[ g -> x = xset
I not g -> x' = a
]

If the guard g holds, x is an algebraic variable, if not g holds, x is a
differential one.

3.2.3 Working with Chi

To simulate a Chi model, we have to use a compiler to translate the Chi
model into an executable. The used version is a DOS based Chi compiler
version 0.13b (still under development), and has some restrictions (see section
3.2.2).
The used DOS-version of Chi is easy to install: it is merely a process of
unzipping the files into a directory. After installing Chi, a simulation can be
run as follows:

• First the Chi-environment has to be set via a batch-file: sethchib. bat.

• After setting the environment the (filename) . chi-file can be compiled
with a batch file chipb. bat filename (. chi). This batch file invokes
the Chi compiler, the C++ compiler and the C++ linker.

• After compiling and linking, the executable (filename). exe file can
be run.

Several parameters can be given to the compiled executable, the most signif
icant ones are shown below.

-b <n> The begin time of the simulation. Default: o.
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-e <n> The end time of the simulation. Default: 100.

-s <n> The step size of the solver. If the given step size is a positive number,
the result will be written to the file cvar .log at the end of each step.
When step size is 0, the solver chooses its own step size and the result
is also written to cvar .log, if the step size is set to -1, the result will
not be written to a file. Default: 1.

-r <n> The relative tolerance used by both the solver and the nabla factor
to calculate the error, i.e. relative tolerance of 1E-6 is set by -r 6.
Default: 6.

-a <n> The absolute tolerance used by both the solver and the nabla factor
to calculate the error, i.e. absolute tolerance of 1E-6 is set by -a 6.
Default: 6.

-n <n> The nabla factor can be given in case the solver initially oversteps
the root. When \lh > a and it > 0, the solver looks for the roots
of f(t) = h. In case the initial value of h lies very close to zero (i.e.
-1.0* 10-1°), the solver may fail to stop when h succeeds zero. To solve
this, the nabla factor is introduced. The solver searches a solution for
h > h + n * c, where c is the tolerance in hand n can be set by the
user. Now the solver stops when h exceeds zero and is within a 2n * c
error margin of zero. Default: 1.

-T <n> The time tolerance, which can be used in cases where the solver is
not able to take small steps, because the discrete events are too close
to each other. To solve this, the time tolerance is introduced. Two
steps are merged if they are closer than the time tolerance. i.e. time
tolerance of 10-6 is set by -T 6. Default: 6.

-c <n> The accuracy of the result can be set by setting the number of digits
of the output. Default: 6.

-f <filename> The filename of the output. Default: cvar .log.

3.3 PROSIM: An Introduction

According to the developers, PROSIM is a software environment for com
bined discrete/continuous modeling and simulation using a pc. In Prosim, a
system is considered to be a set of components, which are linked with each
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other. Components have attributes, which describe the components in terms
of values. Attributes are either constants or time-dependent variables. The
value of a time-dependent attribute can change continuously or discretely.
See figure 3.2 for a scheme of the structure of Prosim system.

A system consists of two parts:
- the definition section, which describes the structure of the model, and
- the dynamic section, which describes the dynamic behaviour of the compo-
nents.

The PROSIM model is divided into modules. The definition section of the
model is described in a predefined module DEFINE, and the dynamic section
is modelled in the process descriptions so that all system activities are de
fined. A process description of a component is the set of activity descriptions
of that component. Because of the modular nature of the PROSIM language,
a process description can be defined by more than one module, and several
process descriptions can be combined in a single one.

The sentences of the dynamic section are activity descriptions of components.
The PROSIM language is process-oriented, a collection of sentences can be
used as a process description for more than one component at a time.

An existing component can only be activated by another component, before
an existing component becomes part of the process, and remains active until
it reaches a TERMINATE statement or when it is cancelled by another com
ponent. One predefined component, MAIN, is always current at the start
of a PROSIM program, and its first activity must be described in the first
statement of MAINMOD. MAIN takes care of the initialization, scheduling
and termination of the simulation.

PROSIM can be seen as a simulation language of type DE+, it strength lies
in the handling of discrete events, and CT constructions are limited to DAEs
of index 0 (ODE). The user has to construct the model logically in order
to obtain a valid working model with no ambiguities, as components can be
activated from arbitrary activation points.
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3.3.1 Working with Prosim, a short manual

For our investigation we have used the 16 bit MS-DOS Prosim version, stu
dent edition v3.03. Its interface is menu-based and can be started in a dosshell
in Windows95/98/NT. Here follows a short manual:

Prosim can be started by executing the main program PROSIM. EXE at the
DOS-prompt. A model can be loaded by selecting IModel handling I from

the PRINCIPAL SELECTION MENU. After loading a model, we come into
the MODEL MAINTENANCE MENU, where the files can be viewed or edited by

selecting IUpdate I in IModule/macro handling [.

Before we can execute a simulation, the model has to be linked and compiled.
This can be done by choosing ILink model I from the
MODEL MAINTENANCE MENU. Next, a simulation can be run by selecting
Run model from the MODEL MAINTENANCE MENU.

Simulation results can graphically be viewed by using the
Data handling selection. We converted the Prosim simulation data to

- e y carrying out the following steps:

• First we save the simulation data in the Prosim format . STO,

• the second step is to export the data by selecting IFile handling I

from the I PRINCIPAL SELECTION MENU I, and then IStreamhandling I
from the ISTORE FILES MENU I.

• Using IConvert I in the I STREAMHANDLING MENU I the . STO-file is con
verted to a ASCII-text file. See table 3.2 for a summary.
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Action Menu Selection
Load a model I.PRINCIPAL SELECTION Module handling

2.MODEL HANDLING Load

View/edit l.MODEL MAINTAINANCE Module/macro handling
2.MODULES/MACROS Update

Linking I.MODEL MAINTAINANCE Link model
Run l.MODEL MAINTAINANCE Run model

2.RUN CONTROL Proceed run

View results l.RUN CONTROL Data handling
2.DATA HANDLING Display storestream

Export results l.RUN CONTROL Quit
2.STORE FILE Keep
3.PRINCIPAL SELECTION File handling
4.FILE HANDLING Store files
5.STORE FILES Streamhandling
6.STREAMHANDLING Convert

Table 3.2: Table with the most common actions used in Prosim.
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Figure 3.1: The simulation algorithm of the Omola Hybrid Model.
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attributes
- values --+--- values:
- values - constant values

- discrete variables
- continuous variables

Figure 3.2: A scheme of the structure of a Prosim system.
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Chapter 4

Simulations

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we describe the simulations we ran in Omola, Chi and Prosim.
Using the results, we try to identify the strong and weak features of each
of the programming languages, and their characteristics. As mentioned in
chapter 2, the following examples will be used: a cart system, a Filippov
system, and a tank system. In order to examine the handling of events, we
will also use a simple state-event-detection-test.

The simulations were all executed on a pc with a Intel 80486 (66 MHz)
processor and 4 MB RAM on board. The reason why we used a rather slow
machine is that the execution time of the different simulations using Prosim
are small. Because we used a limited student edition of Prosim, we could not
extend the simulations by increasing the simulation time. When possible, we
have conducted the simulation with different values for the relative error and
the absolute error and with different integration stepsizes in order to find a
relationship between these different parameters and the simulation error and
the execution time.
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4.2 A Cart System

4.2.1 Simulation of a cart system in Omola

In Omola we defined a model of the two cart system using a model named
TwoCartsModel with five continuous variables of type real (xi, x2, x3, x4,
u) and one discrete integer variable (mode):

TwoCartsModel ISA Model WITH

mode TYPE Integer;
%mode 0: unconstrained mode
%mode i: constrained mode

xi, x2, x3, x4, u TYPE Real;

The next few lines describe the cart system ((2.22)-(2.25)):

xi' = x3;
x2' = x4;
x3' = -2.0 * xi + x2 + u;
x4' = xi - x2;

o = IF (mode == i) THEN xi ELSE u;

In this example, two events can occur:

• The cart hits the stop, and the system switches from the unconstrained
mode to the constrained mode. The state variables xi, x3 will be re
initialized.

UnconToCon, Start ISAN Event;

ONEVENT -(xi < 0) CAUSE UnconToCon;
ONEVENT UnconToCon DO
new(x1) 0;
new(x3) 0;
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new(mode) :=1
END;

• The cart is moving away from the stop, and the system switches from
the constrained mode to the unconstrained mode. In this case, no
re-initialization takes place.

ConToUncon ISAN Event WITH
ONEVENT ~(u < 0) DO
new(mode):=O;
END;
END;

We simulated this example with a varying absolute tolerance in the range of
10-1 to 10-12 , and a varying relative tolerance in the range of 10-1 to 10-13 .

The used integration method was "Dasrt", and further we used the default
values as in table 3.1.

4.2.2 Simulation of a cart system in Chi

The Chi-program starts with declaration of the used variables, which are in
this case xl, x2, x3, x4. Further we define two modes con and uncon,
which represent the constrained (left cart against the stop) and the uncon
strained mode (left cart not against the stop).

xl,x2: [m], x3,x4: [m/s],
mode: string -- {con,uncon}

After the declaration of the variables, they have to be initialized. We use the
same initial values described earlier in section 2.3.

xl: :=0.3202
x2: :=-0 .4335
x3: :=0.3716
x4: :=-1.0915
mode:="uncon"

Then the continuous part is given; for the cart system there are two modes
with different DAEs:
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mode=lIunconll
mode=lI con ll

-> xi'=x3,x2'=x4,x3'=-2*xi+x2,x4'=xi-x2
-> x2'=x4,x4'=-x2,xi=0,x3=0

After this, the interaction between the discrete part and the continuous part
can be set. We describe when the system switches from the constrained mode
to the unconstrained mode, and vice versa. When the system goes from the
unconstrained mode to the constrained mode, the values for xi and x3 have
to be re-initialized.

mode=lIunconll; nabla xi<O -> mode:=lI con ll;xi: :=0;x3: :=0
mode=lI con ll nabla x2>0 -> mode:=lIunconll

The Chi-model of a cart-system is easy to understand. The continuous part
and the discrete part of the system are divided in separate blocks, and these
blocks can be divided in different parts for each specific mode.

4.2.3 Simulation of a cart system in Prosim

In Prosim, we use two files for describing the cart system. The DEFINE
module, which contains the used components and the MAIN module, which
contains the dynamic behaviour of the components. Below we give the used
source code of the cart system model with some comments.

In the MAIN module, a component carts is declared with the following
attributes xi, x2, x3, x4 of the continous type, a continuous attribute u,
and an attribute xstop of type real. Variables xi, x2, x3, x4 are the state
variables of the system, u is the reaction force of the stop when the system
is in the constrained mode, and a constant xstop defines the position of the
stop. This is done as follows:

COMPONENT: carts
ATTRIBUTES OF carts:
CONTINUOUS(i): xi x2 x3 x4 u
REAL : xstop

The dynamic part is described in the MAIN module, where we first describe
the derivatives for the system in its unconstrained mode, see (2.22) -(2.25)
SPECIFY xi PRECEPT(xi' ~ x3 )
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SPECIFY x2 PRECEPT(x2' ~ x4 )
SPECIFY x3 PRECEPT(x3' ~ x2-2*xl )
SPECIFY x4 PRECEPT(x4' ~ xl-x2)
SPECIFY u PRECEPT( u ~ 0 )
Then a section comes where the various variables are initialized.
xl ~ 0.3202
x2 ~ 0-0.4335
x3 ~ 0.3716
x4 ~ 0-1.0915
xstop ~ 0
In the lines below we can set the length of the simulation.
cycle:
WAIT 1
REPEAT FROM cycle IF CT < 10

The next lines are needed to clear the memory when the simulation has
reached its end.

CANCEL ALL
TERMINATE
In the subroutine below the actual simulation program follows, where the
dynamics of system are described (where the underlying ODE is manually
calculated) .
start:
INTEGRATE UNTIL xl < xstop
x3 ~ 0
SPECIFY x3 PRECEPT( x3' ~ 0)
SPECIFY u PRECEPT( u ~ (2*xl)-x2 )

INTEGRATE UNTIL u < 0
SPECIFY x3 PRECEPT( x3' ~ x2-2*xl)
SPECIFY u PRECEPT( u ~ 0 )

INTEGRATE UNTIL xl > xstop
REPEAT FROM start
Using the given initial parameters, the simulation of the cart system starts
in the unconstrained mode. That is why we used the unconstrained mode as
the default mode in Prosim. It continuously checks the system if it remains
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in the unconstrained mode, and if not, it switches to the constrained mode.

4.2.4 Simulation results

In order to compare the accuracy and speed of the different packages, we
have used the same values for all parameters which can be set in the different
languages. Further we have simulated the system using the same accuracy
of the compilers.

A simulation plot of the cart using OmSim is given in figure 4.1. For this
simulation we have used the default values of the OmSim simulator, and the
source code of section 4.2.1. It is difficult to calculate the error of the simu-
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Figure 4.1: A simulation of the cart system using OmSim.

lations, because it is difficult to calculate the analytical solution. This is not
the case with the Filippov model, for which we can solve the exact solution
of this mathematical model. A more elaborate error/speed comparison will
be made there, see section 4.3.

In order to have some indication of the error, we use the zero-crossing of the
state variable Xl as a value for comparing the accuracy of the different pack
ages. The exact solution (14 digits) of the root is Texact = 1.0000215850592.
The simulation results of OmSim can be found in table 4.1.
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tol. root error2 sim.time
a1r1 0.951655 4.83655E-2 1.05
a1r2 0.951655 4.83655E-2 1.07
a1r3 0.956007 4.40136E-2 1.07
a2r1 0.966982 3.30388E-2 1.09
a2r2 0.967887 3.21339E-2 1.12
a2r3 0.961561 3.84598E-2 1.10
a3r1 0.989318 1.07034E-2 1.15
a3r2 0.998758 1.26356E-3 1.10
a3r3 0.999972 2.69579E-4 1.12
a4r3 0.999752 4.95840E-5 1.14
a4r4 1.00019 1.68411E-4 1.29
a5r3 1.00002 2.15846E-5 2.01
a5r4 1.00000 1.58503E-6 2.04
a5r5 0.99993 9.15831E-5 2.07
a6r3 0.998411 1.61055E-3 2.22
a6r4 1.00004 1.84145E-5 2.12
a6r5 1.00002 1.58503E-6 2.01

a12r11 1.00002 1.58503E-6 2.11
a12r12 1.00002 1.58503E-6 2.31
a12r13 1.00002 1.58503E-6 2.11

Table 4.1: Cart system simulation results using OmSim.

We have not been able to determine the exact zero-crossing of Xl using the
simulation packages, but we can approximate the root by using linear inter
polation. The simulation results using Chi can be found in table 4.2. During
the simulations with Chi of the cart system we used an absolute tolerance
in the range of 10-1 to 10-21 , a relative tolerance of 10-4, and we let Chi
choose its own stepsize.

We see that the error decreases when we decrease the absolute tolerance, until
the given absolute tolerance lies in the order of 10-8 . The error stabilizes
and does not decrease anymore.

The simulation results using Prosim can be found in table 4.3. In these
simulations we have also used an absolute tolerance in the range of 10-1 to
10-21

, a relative tolerance of 10-4 . Furthermore we used for the accuracy of
the event detection time interval 10-6 (highest accuracy possible). Looking
at the simulation results we see that of the three packages Prosim is by far
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tal. root error2 sim.time
a1r4s0 1.01073146 1.14701000E-04 1.64
a2r4s0 1.01189532 1.40985000E-04 2.08
a3r4s0 1.00210428 4.33761000E-06 2.58
a4r4s0 1.00022593 4.17556000E-08 3.13
a5r4s0 1.00012463 1.06178000E-08 3.68
a6r4s0 1.00007189 2.53039000E-09 4.06
a7r4s0 1.00006821 2.17426000E-09 4.55
a8r4s0 1.00006789 2.14405000E-09 4.88
a9r4s0 1.00006786 2.14109000E-09 5.21

a10r4s0 1.00006785 2.14072000E-09 5.49
a11r4s0 1.00006785 2.14072000E-09 5.65
a12r4s0 1.00006785 2.14073000E-09 6.09
a13r4s0 1.00006785 2.14073000E-09 6.26
a14r4s0 1.00006785 2.14073000E-09 6.64
a15r4s0 1.00006785 2.14073000E-09 6.81
a16r4s0 1.00006785 2. 14073000E-09 7.14
a17r4s0 1.00006785 2.14073000E-09 7.36
a18r4s0 1.00006785 2.14073000E-09 7.68
a19r4s0 1.00006785 2.14073000E-09 7.85
a20r4s0 1.00006785 2.14073000E-09 7.96
a21r4s0 1.00006785 2.14073000E-09 8.07

Table 4.2: Cart system simulation results using Chi.
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tolerantie root error2 sim.time
a1r4wa6 1.00220000 4.74549200E-06 0.11
a2r4wa6 0.99724570 7.70553800E-06 0.11
a3r4wa6 0.99883450 1.40917100E-06 0.17
a4r4wa6 0.99964850 1.39192500E-07 0.33
a5r4wa6 0.99986690 2.39274700E-08 0.61
a6r4wa6 0.99989860 1.51253200E-08 0.88
a7r4wa6 0.99990330 1.39913600E-08 1.05
a8r4wa6 0.99990160 1.43964100E-08 1.15
a9r4wa6 0.99990170 1.43724300E-08 1.21

a10r4wa6 0.99990160 1.43964100E-08 1.32
a11r4wa6 0.99999920 5.01090900E-10 1.43
a12r4wa6 0.99990110 1.45166500E-08 1.48
a13r4wa6 0.99990180 1.43484600E-08 1.48
a14r4wa6 0.99990160 1.43964100E-08 1.49
a15r4wa6 0.99990130 1.44685000E-08 1.54
a16r4wa6 0.99990180 1.43484600E-08 1.53
a17r4wa6 0.99990120 1.44925600E-08 1.53
a18r4wa6 0.99990090 1.45648800E-08 1.54
a19r4wa6 0.99990150 1.44204200E-08 1.54
a20r4wa6 0.99990130 1.44685000E-08 1.54
a21r4wa6 0.99990150 1.44204200E-08 1.59

Table 4.3: Cart system simulation results using Prosim.
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the fastest. Unfortunately we could not extend the simulation in Prosim
by enlarging the end time due to the limited version (we get a "run limit
exceed") to see if it could maintain its computational speed.
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4.3 A Filippov System

4.3.1 Simulation of a Filippov system in Omola

A Filippov system was implemented in Omola and simulated with OmSim.
We defined a model with three continuous variables of type real (xl, x2,
lambda and one discrete variable (mode).

FilippovModel ISA Model WITH

mode TYPE Discrete Integer;
%0: Sliding mode
%1: Positive mode
%2: Negative mode

xl, x2 TYPE Real;
lambda TYPE Real;

The differential equation for xl does not change and remains the same in
all three modes, the differential equation for x2 is different for each mode.
For the positive and negative mode, we can use the Boolean function IF

THEN ... ELSE... to specify the differential equation. In the slid
ing mode x2' = lambda*cos(3*x1) + (1-lambda)*sin(4*x1) holds, but
unfortunately OmSim cannot handle this equation. Instead of this, we did
the calculation by hand: we set x2' to zero, and added an expression for
lambda as a function of xl.

xl' = 1;

x2' = IF (mode==l) THEN cos(3*xl)
ELSE IF (mode==2) THEN sin(4*xl)
ELSE 0;

lambda = sin(4*xl)/(sin(4*xl)-cos(3*xl));

The are six state events possible, in the lines below we define them:

ONEVENT (~(x2 <= 0) AND (mode==l) AND (sin(4*xl)<=0)) DO
new(mode) := 2;
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END;

ONEVENT (~(x2 >= 0) AND (mode==2) AND (sin(4*xl»=0)) DO
new (mode) 1;
END;

ONEVENT (~(x2 < 0) AND (mode==l) AND (sin(4*xl»0)) DO
new(mode) 0;
END;

ONEVENT (~(x2 > 0) AND (mode==2) AND (sin(4*xl)<0)) DO
new(mode) 0;
END;

ONEVENT ((mode==O) AND (lambda>=l)) DO
new(mode) := 1;
new(x2) 0;
END;

ONEVENT ((mode==O) AND (lambda<=O)) DO
new (mode) := 2;
new(x2) 0;
END;

4.3.2 Simulation of a Filippov system in Chi

We simulated the Filippov system in Chi using an absolute tolerance in the
range of 10- 1 to 10-7 and a relative tolerance in the range of 10-1 to 10-5 .

We not only ran the simulation with a stepsize automatically chosen by the
Chi-simulator, but also with manually chosen stepsizes of 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001.

The Filippov system is modelled in Chi as follows:
A process Filippov is specified with three continuous variables xl, x2,
lambda, and a discrete variable mode.

proc Filippov=
I [xl,x2: [m], lambda: [m/s] ,

mode: string -- {pos,neg,equal}

The next line initializes the variables:
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mode=lI neg ll

% [ mode=lIposll

; xi: :=0; x2: :=0; mode:=lIposll;

In the lines below, the DAEs for the different modes are described:

-> xi'=i,
x2'=cos(3*xi),
lambda=i

-> xi'=i,
x2' =sin(4*x1) ,
lambda=O

mode="equal ll -> xi'=i,
x2'=lambda*cos(3*xi)+(i-lambda)*sin(4*xi),
x2'=0

]

In the lines the mode

I *[ mode=lIposll; nabla x2<0 -> [ sin(4*x1)<=0 -> mode:='lnegll
I sin(4*x1) >0 -> mode: =11 equal II

]

I mode=lI neg ll; nabla x2>0 -> [ cos(3*x1»=0 -> mode:="posll
I cos(3*xi)<0 -> mode:=lI equalll
]

I mode=lI equalll; nabla lambda>i -> mode:=lIposll; x2: :=0
I mode=lI equalll; nabla lambda<O -> mode:=lI neg ll; x2: :=0
]

] I

We simulated the Filippov system with varying the absolute tolerance in the
range of 10-1 to 10-6 , and the relative tolerance in the range of 10-1 to 10-6

,

where we let Chi choose the stepsize of the simulation.

4.3.3 Simulation of a Filippov system in Prosim

With Prosim we simulated a Filippov system using an absolute and relative
tolerance range of 10-1 to 10-7 during our simulations.

The Filippov system is modelled in Prosim as follows:
In the DEFINE module, we declared a component Filippov with the con
tinuous attributes xi, x2 and lambda.
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COMPONENT: Filippov

ATTRIBUTES OF Filippov:
CONTINUOUS(l): xl x2
CONTINUOUS(O): lambda

After initialization of the attributes, xl +-0
x2 +-0
lambda +-1
we used three different subroutines to represent the three different states. As
described in section 2.5, the Filippov system consists of mode 1, mode 2, and
mode O. In the source code we used the labels positive, negative, and equal
for these three modes:
negative:
SPECIFY xl PRECEPT(xl' +-1)
SPECIFY x2 PRECEPT(x2' +-SIN(4*xl))
SPECIFY lambda PRECEPT(lambda +-0)
INTEGRATE WHILE (x2 ~ 0)
GO TO equal IF (COS(3*xl) < 0) & (x2>0)
GOTO positive IF (COS(3*xl)~0) & (x2>0)
GOTO negative

positive:
SPECIFY xl PRECEPT (xl , +-1)
SPECIFY x2 PRECEPT(x2' +-COS(3*xl))
SPECIFY lambda PRECEPT(lambda +-1)
INTEGRATE WHILE (x2~0)

GOTO equal IF (SIN(4*xl) > 0) & (x2<0)
GOTO negative IF (SIN(4*xl) < 0) & (x2<0)
GOTO positive

equal:
x2 +-0
SPECIFY xl PRECEPT(xl' +-1)
SPECIFY x2 PRECEPT(x2' +-0)
SPECIFY lambda PRECEPT(lambda +-SIN(4*xl)/(SIN(4*xl)-COS(3*xl)))
INTEGRATE WHILE (lambda<l) & (lambda>O)
GOTO positive IF lambda~ 1
GOTO negative IF lambda~ 0
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GOTO equal

The system changes mode at the zero crossings of X2 with the t-axis, depend
ing on the values of the derivatives of X2, see (2.46)-(2.48). The Filippov
model in Prosim checks only the first derivative of X2.

4.3.4 Simulation results

In figure 4.2 a plot of two Prosim simulations is shown, one simulation with
an low accuracy (an absolute tolerance of 0.1, a relative tolerance of 0.1, and
an event detection accuracy of 0.1), the other one with an high accuracy
(an absolute tolerance of 10-7 , a relative tolerance of 10-5 , and an event
detection accuracy of 10-2). The system should remains in mode 2 for
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Figure 4.2: Two simulations of the Filippov system with different tolerances
using Prosim.

t E [~, 2;] and then switch to mode 1 (see section 2.5). The simulation with
the low accuracy totally misses the event detection at 2; and continues with
the dynamics of mode 2. This can also be seen in the stepsize change in
figure 4.3. We see that the stepsize change of the simulation with the high
accuracy is very small for t E [~, 2;], due to a re-initialization of X2 in mode
O. Information from the past is lost and the stepsize has to be set to a small
size. For the simulation with the low accuracy, we see that the change in
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Figure 4.3: The stepsize change of two simulations with different tolerances
using Prosim.

stepsize increases (from 0.6 to 0.3), where it should be a small value if it had
detected an event.

In figure 4.4 the stepsize change of two Chi simulations are plotted, one sim
ulation with an low accuracy (an absolute tolerance of 0.1, and a relative
tolerance of 0.1), and the other one with a high accuracy (an absolute tol
erance of 10-5 , and a relative tolerance of 10-5 . We see that the simulation
with the low accuracy does detect all events (in contrary to Prosim), but due
to the low accuracy, the event detections are too late.

In figure 4.5 the stepsize change of two OmSim simulations are plotted, one
simulation with an low accuracy (an absolute tolerance of 0.1, and a rela
tive tolerance of 0.1), and the other one with a high accuracy (an absolute
tolerance of 10-12 , and a relative tolerance of 10-13 . This plot is somewhat
strange, since the maximal stepsize change is 0.06, even when using a low ac
curacy. A reason for this may be that we have only changed the tolerances of
the simulator in OmSim, and not changed the tolerances of the parameters.

In figure 4.6 the simulation errors of the different packages is plotted against
the simulation time.

The following points can be remarked:
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Figure 4.4: The stepsize change of two simulations with different tolerances
using Chi .

• The error of the simulation depends mainly on the absolute and the
relative tolerance. This is easy to understand, as after each integration
step the integration error is relatively small when the absolute and the
relative tolerance are set to a small value .

• The highest accuracy can be reached with OmSim, but Prosim is much
faster than the other two packages. Further we see that the calcula
tion time of OmSim does not influence its accuracy (probably because
only the settings of the tolerances in Simulator in OmSim have been
changed, and not the tolerances of the parameters).
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4.4 A Tank System

4.4.1 Simulation of a Tank System in Omola

For modeling the tank system in Omola we used three continuous state vari
ables h1, h2, out and one discrete variable for the mode:

TankJerrycan ISA Model WITH
h1, h2, out TYPE Real;
%h1 = volume in tank
%h2 = jerrycan
%outflow from tank

mode TYPE Discrete Integer;
% 0: jerrycan is full
% (h2 = 10)
% 1: jerrycan is not full and tank is not empty
% (h2 < 10 & h1 > 0)
% 2: jerrycan is not full and tank is empty
% (h2 < 10 & h2 = 0)

In the following lines the value for the outflow from the tank for the different
modes is handled. In mode 0, the outflow from the tank is zero, because the
jerrycan is full and has to be replaced. In mode 1 the outflow from the tank
will be at its maximum, and in mode 2 the outflow from the tank is equal to
the flow into the tank.

out = IF mode==O THEN 0
ELSE IF mode==1 THEN 3
ELSE 2;

The volume change of the tank depends on the flow into and out of the tank.
In mode 0, the jerrycan is full and has to be replaced. There is no outflow
from the tank, and the volume change of the tank will be equal to the flow
into the tank. In mode 1 the flow into the tank is smaller than the outflow
from the tank, the volume of the tank will decrease. In mode 2 the outflow
from the tank is equal to the flow into the tank, and the volume of the tank
will remain zero.
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hi' = IF mode==O THEN 2
ELSE IF mode==l THEN -1
ELSE 0;

The volume change of the jerrycan will be equal to the flow out of the tank.

h2' = out;

We introduced four events (Start, EventO, Eventl, Event2) of the class
Event.

Start, EventO, Eventl, Event2 ISAN Event;

When the jerrycan becomes full, an event is triggered (Evento), and the
system switches to mode 0 (jerrycan full). After 1 seconde delay (using the
schedule function) another event occurs (Eventl), and the system switches
to mode 1 (jerrycan not full, tank not empty). The function schedule
(event, d) let the given event occur d time units after current time.

WHEN -(h2 > 10) DO
schedule (EventO, 0);
schedule (Eventl, 1);

END;

When the tank becomes empty, the system switches to Mode 2 (tank empty)
clue to an event (Event2).

WHEN -(hi < 0) DO
schedule (Event2, 0);

END;

The lines below describe what happen if one of the events is triggered.

OnEvent EventO DO
new(mode) := 0;
new(h2) 10;

END;
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OnEvent Event1 DO
%put a new jerrycan, h2 = 0;
new(h2) := 0.0;
new(mode) := 1;

END;

OnEvent Event2 DO
new(mode) := 2;
new(h1) 0;

END;

OnEvent Start DO
%initial tank and jerrycan volume;

new(h2) := 0.0;
new(h1) := 4.0;
new (mode) 1;

END;

4.4.2 Simulation of a Tank System in Chi

We model the tank system in Chi as a process tanksys with 3 continuous
variables and one discrete variable:

full,
not full, tank not empty,
not full, tank empty}

jerry
jerry
jerry

proc tanksys=
I [ h1, h2: [m-3] , out: [m-3/s],

-- {volume in tank (h1) and jerrycan
outflow from tank (out)}

mode: string
{modeO:

mode1:
mode2:

(h2) ,

First the variables are initialized after the declaration:

; h1:: =4; h2:: =0; mode: =lmode1" ;

The discrete variable mode can have three different values, and corresponding
to each value belong different equations for h1 " out, h2':
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% [ mode=l modeO"
I mode=l mode1"
I mode=l mode2"
]

-> h1'=2, out=O, h2'=out
-> h1'=-1, out=3, h2'=out
-> h1'=0, out=2, h2'=out

The discrete event part of this process has a selective waiting statement
( [ ... I ... I ... I ... ]) repeated continuously denoted by the astrerix (*):

*[ mode=l modeO"; delta 1 -> h2::=0; mode:=l mode1";
I mode=" mode1"; nabla h1<=0 -> h1: :=0; mode:=l mode2";
I mode=l mode1"; nabla h2>10 -> h2: :=0; mode:=l modeO";
I mode=l mode2"; nabla h2>10 -> h2: :=0; mode:=l modeO";
]

] I

4.4.3 Simulation of a Tank System in Prosim

The Prosim model of the tank system is modelled in the two modules DE
FINE and MAINMOD. In the module DEFINE 3 continuous variables are
defined as attributes of the component tanksyst:

COMPONENT: tanksyst

ATTRIBUTES OF tanksyst:
CONTINUOUS(1) h1 h2
CONTINUOUS(O) : out

In the module MAINMOD we start with the initialization of the continuous
variables:
h1 +-- 4
h2 +-- 0
out +-- 3
The different states of the system are described as follows:
modeO:
SPECIFY h1 PRECEPT(h1' +-- 2)
SPECIFY h2 PRECEPT(h2' +-- 0)
SPECIFY out PRECEPT(out +-- 0)
INTEGRATE 1
h2 +-- 0
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GOTO model

model:
SPECIFY hl PRECEPT(hl' ~ -1)
SPECIFY h2 PRECEPT(h2' ~ 3)
SPECIFY out PRECEPT(out ~ 3)
INTEGRATE WHILE (h2<10) & (hl>O)
GOTa modeO IF h2 > 10
GaTO mode2 IF hl < 0

mode2:
SPECIFY hl PRECEPT(hl' ~ 0)
SPECIFY h2 PRECEPT(h2' ~ 2)
SPECIFY out PRECEPT(out ~ 2)
INTEGRATE UNTIL h2 > 10
GaTa modeO

4.5 Simulation Results

We have simulated the tank-jerrycan system with different values for the
absolute tolerance and different values for the relative tolerance. Now, we
want to take a better look at the solution, and what the differences are when
we use the same absolute and relative tolerance.

Let us take for example an absolute tolerance equal to 10-4 and relative tol
erance equal to 10-5 . Prosim needs 0.77 seconds to simulate such a system.,
Chi needs 14.72 seconds and OmSim uses 1.21 seconds.

In figure 4.7 the error is plotted against the execution time needed to simulate
the tank system. As can be seen in the plot, Prosim is the fastest of the
three simulation packages. By adjusting parameters, Prosim is also the most
accurate one.
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Figure 4.7: The simulation error versus the execution time for the tank
system.
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4.6 State events

As described earlier in section 2.2.2, events are timing processes at which
models are triggered to go from one state to another. In order to investigate
the state event handling by the different simulation packages, we used a sim
ple event detection test as described below [12]. By performing this test, we
will determine the accuracy of event detection and the computational speed
of the simulation package depending on the stepsize (when adjustment is pos
sible) of the simulation package. We will also look how the stepsize behaves
before and after an event takes place. Furthermore we will give several plots
of the simulation error versus the execution time of the simulation packages.

The test consists of a triangular shaped signal x( t) as in figure 4.8. This
signal has a time period T, and a maximum 0:.

x( t)

x(t)

The system detects a state event when x(t) reaches the value (3. This occures
at the time values to,real and tI,real, and their exact values are

to,real

tI,real

(3T
20:'

T _ (3T.
20:

When using the following values T = 21f, 0: = 1f, (3 = 2, the event detection
time to,real and tI,real are respectively 2 and 21f - 2. To simulate the state
event test more than once, we created a periodic triangle function by defining:

x(t) 1 if sin(t) > 0

x(t) -1 if sin (t) < 0

x(O) O.

Whenever an event is detected, a variable y(t) switches from 0 to 1 or vice
versa.
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Figure 4.8: The signal used for the state event detection test.

We are interested in the time the simulator actually needs to detect the
events. This time can be calculated by subtracting the execution time of a
simulation without an event detectionroutine from the execution time of a
simulation with an event detection routine. However, during the simulations
we found that the time needed to detect an event is negligible small.

4.6.1 State events in Omala

We simulated the state event test in OmSim using an absolute tolerance in
the range of 10-6 to 10-12 , a relative tolerance in the range of 10-3 to 10-10 .

We used the following source code:

StateEventModel ISA Model WITH
mode TYPE Discrete (Positive, Negative);
x TYPE Real;
y TYPE Discrete Integer;
gamma TYPE Real := 2.0;
x' = IF (mode == 'Positive) THEN 1 ELSE-l;
Start, ToggleYl, ToggleY2 ISAN Event;
WHEN -(sin(time()) >= 0) DO
new(mode) := 'Positive;
END;
WHEN -(sin(time()) < 0) DO
new(mode) := 'Negative;
END;
ONEVENT -(x >= gamma) CAUSE ToggleYl;
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ONEVENT ToggleY1 DO
new(y) := 1;
END;
ONEVENT ~(x < gamma) CAUSE ToggleY2;
ONEVENT ToggleY2 DO
new(y) := 0;

END;
ONEVENT Start DO
new(x) 0.0;
new(y) 0;

END;
END;

As can be seen we used a IF assignment similar to the one used in the cart
system. This feature is only available in Omola.

4.6.2 State events in Chi

We simulated the state event test in Chi using an absolute accuracy in the
range of 10-6 to 10-12 , a relative accuracy in the range of 10-3 to 10-1°, and
a stepsize of 0.1, 0.01 and automatically stepsize varied by Chi itself. We
see that making the stepsize smaller does not increase the accuracy. The
most important factor is the relative error, when setting a relatively high
value (> 10-3), the simulation leads to a large error (~ 1), while setting the
relative error to a low factor « 10-6 ) results a small error (~ 10-6 ).

4.6.3 State events in Prosim

In Prosim, we use two files for describing the cart system. The DEFINE
module, which contains the used components and the MAIN module, which
contains the dynamic behaviour of the components.

In the MAIN module, a component test is declared with an attribute x of
the continous type of order 1 and a continuous attribute y. Variable x is the
triangular shape, and variable y indicates an event change when it changes
values from a to 1, or vice versa.

Prosim integrates until it reaches the threshold value. Initially the value of
y(t) is 0, when this state event occurs the value of y(t) is toggled, i.e. after
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an event detection takes place at t = to, y(t) will change from 0 to 1. Then
at t = 1f (half the time periode), x( t) will decrease. Another event detection
takes place at t = t 1 .

start:

INTEGRATE UNTIL x > 2
SPECIFY y PRECEPT(y ~ 1)
INTEGRATE UNTIL CT > 1
SPECIFY x PRECEPT (x , ~ -2 )
INTEGRATE UNTIL x < 2
SPECIFY y PRECEPT(y ~ 0)
INTEGRATE UNTIL CT > 1

SPECIFY x PRECEPT (x , ~ 1)
SPECIFY y PRECEPT(y ~ 0)
INTEGRATE UNTIL x > 2

SPECIFY y PRECEPT(y ~ 1)
INTEGRATE UNTIL SIN(CT) ~ 0

SPECIFY x PRECEPT(x' ~ -1)
INTEGRATE UNTIL x ~ 2

SPECIFY y PRECEPT(y ~ 0)
INTEGRATE UNTIL SIN(CT) > 0

repeat from start

A feature of Prosim is that we can specify the accuracy of the time at which
a state event occurs by adding WITH ACCURACY i to the statement, where
the accuracy of the event interval is lO- i . The integration stepsize in Prosim
cannot manually be altered, since the stepsize is changed automatically by
the algorithm. The only way the user can influence the simulation result is
by setting an accuracy which is needed for the algorithm to detect an event.

4.6.4 Simulation results

In OmSim we have simulated the state event test using an absolute tolerance
in the range of 10-1 to 10-12 and a relative tolerance in the range of 10-1 to
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In Chi we have simulated the state event test using an absolute tolerance in
the range of 10-6 to 10-9 and a relative tolerance in the range of 10-3 to
10-7 .

In Prosim we have simulated the state event test using an event accuracy of
in the range of 10-1 to 10-6 , an absolute tolerance in the range of 10-6 to
10-9 and a relative tolerance in the range of 10-3 to 10-7 .

In figure 4.9 the error is plotted versus the execution time of all simulations.
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Figure 4.9: The simulation errors vs. the simulation time of the state event
test.

• Setting a more accurate (smaller) value for the absolute tolerance does
not increase the execution time for Chi.

• The total absolute error increases exponentially when the relative tol
erance is increased for Chi.

• Setting a higher absolute tolerance than 10-6 does not change the total
absolute error for Prosim, because it was not possible to set a higher
accuracy for the event detection.
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• For low tolerances OmSim can have difficulties, but for higher toler
ances OmSim is extremely accurate and fast.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and
Recommendations

Hybrid systems are systems which contain both discrete as continuous dy
namics. Hybrid system simulation packages should be able to solve mixtures
of continuous and discrete systems. We have compared the three packages
OmolajOmSim, Prosim and Chi for typical hybrid system behaviour:
A hybrid system simulation package must be able to handle continuous sys
tems with state events and re-initializations, e.g. a cart system. Furthermore
it must be able to handle discrete systems with time event handling, e.g. a
jerrycan-tank system. Mode selection is an important factor for hybrid sys
tems, e.g. a Filippov system, and state event handling.

The strength of Prosim lies in its computational speed. It is by far the
fastest simulation packages of the three we compared. Unfortunately it can
only handle DAEs of zeroth order (ODEs), which makes this package less
interesting when complex higher order hybrid systems are involved. Another
point, which can be mentioned is that Prosim is not very user-friendly, a
windows environment would make Prosim more encouraging. When future
versions of Prosim can handle DAEs of higher order, it is definitely a com
petitor because of its speed.

Omola is an easy to learn simulation language and its compiler works in
an X environment. OmSim is an object-oriented modelling and simulation
environment based on the Object-Oriented Modelling Language, Omola. It
strength lies in the solving of DAEs. Models can be decomposed hierarchi
cally with well-defined interfaces that describe interaction. All model com
ponents are represented as classes. Inheritance and specialization support
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Chi Prosim OmSim
Platform DOS DOS X-Windows
Object-oriented - + +
DAE handling + - ++
Creation/Destruction objects - + -
Speed - ++ +
Accuracy + - +
Easy to learn + - -
Graphical interface - + ++
Exporting results + - +

Table 5.1: A comparison of the three hybrid systems simulators.

easy modification. Omola supports behavioral descriptions in terms of dif
ferential algebraic equations (DAE), ordinary differential equations (ODE)
and difference equations.

The strength of Chi lies in the language itself. It is a very well defined
language, and hybrid systems can be modelled easily. Even though the Chi
compiler is still in a test phase, the compiler can handle many functions. The
DAE solver is currently not optimal, but the advantage of the language is
that a new compiler can be used when a better one is found.

It is not easy to say which package is better than the other ones, since it
depends mainly on the systems which have to be modelled. As can be seen
in table 5.1 each simulation package has its own strength.

For modelling and simulation of discrete systems where objects are created
and destroyed, Prosim is the best choice. When destruction/creation of ob
jects are not important in the to be modelled system, and a graphical inter
face in X-Windows is more preferable, Omsim is the recommended choice.
When a graphical environment and speed is not important, Chi could be a
choice.
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Appendix A

Electrical circuit with diode

Let us consider the following example, see figure A.1:

D R2

~
..- ..-
Zl Z2

Figure A.I: Electrical network with two resistors R l , R2 , two capacitors
Gl , G2 and one diode D.

In this system, there are 2 cases: the diode is conducting (VD = 0, iD 2: 0),
or the diode is not conducting (i D = 0, VD 2: 0):

Using Kirchhoff's current and voltage laws we get:

(A.I)

. . .
Zl - l·D - 1·2

VCl - e + vRl + VD

VC2 + VR2 - VD

0,

0,

0.
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Furthermore,

1
(A.S)VCl C

1
Zl ,

1 .
(A.6)VC2 C

2
Z2 ,

VRl R1 i 1 , (A.7)

VR2 R2i2 • (A.8)

This set of equations can be written as a DAE:

1 0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0 x=

0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0

Cl 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

C2 0
1 0 0 0 -R1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 -R2 0 0 x+

0
e, (A.9)

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1

0
0 0 0 0 1 -1 1 0

0

where x = [VCl VC2 VRl VR2 i 1 i 2 iD vdT
.

One can see that the equations for the conduction state can be found by
adding VD = 0, iD ~ 0, and the equations for the non-conducting state can
be found by adding iD = 0, VD ~ 0 with the DAE (A.9).
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Appendix B

Shift: Concept

Shift is a new object-oriented programming language for describing hybrid
systems which display both continuous as discrete behaviour. It is very well
suited for creating systems which consists of continuous-time phases sepa
rated by discrete-event transitions. In Shift, types (classes) with continuous
and discrete behaviour have to be defined and a simulation starts with an
initial set of components that are instantiations of these types. The world
evolution is derived from the behaviour of these components.

The data model of a type consists of numerical variables, link variables, a set
of discrete states, and a set of event labels. These variables are grouped into
input, state, and output variables. A type has read only access to its input
variables and read/write access to its internal and output variables. Types
can access other types through their link variables, but input is limited to
write only access, where outputs are only read only.

One of the features of this object-oriented programming language is that the
data model supports inheritance, a subtype inherits the input and output
variables and event labels of its parents, and it may also add new variables
and event labels.

Each discrete state has a set of differential equations and algebraic defini
tions that describe the continuous evolution of the numeric state and output
variables. These equations are based on the numeric variables of this type
and outputs of other types accessible through link variables.

The discrete behaviour is given by a set of transitions among the discrete
states. A transition is given by a "from" state, "to" state, a set of events,
a guard, and reset actions. Events consist of event labels of this type (local
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events), and event labels on types accessible through link variables (exter
nal events). External events create a connection (synchronization) between
transitions in different components and require concurrent execution of such
transitions. Transitions are executed when guard conditions on variables and
synchronization requirements on events hold. When a transition is executed
numerical and link variable values may be changed and new components can
be created as part of the reset actions. A type can establish input output
connections among variables of types accessible through its link variables.
Alternatively, a type can provide algebraic or constant definitions for other
types' inputs.

The behaviour model does not support inheritance. Components evolve in
time according to their continuous behaviour rules until a discrete transition
becomes possible. At that point the discrete transition is executed in zero
time. Several transitions can be executed before time passage resumes. Un
der the current implementation Shift programs are translated into C code and
linked with Shift runtime libraries to create an executable. Shift programs
can link in C functions. The runtime executable supports programmatic,
commandline, and graphical interfaces for user interaction.

B.l The Shift Model

In the Shift model, the world W is build of a number of hybrid components
hI, ... , h w :

Each of these components is in a particular configuration Ch and together
they determine the configuration of the world:

The world evolves in a sequence of phases, in which the time flows where
the configuration of the world remains invariant. In the transition between
phases, time stops and the set of components in the world and their configura
tion are allowed to change. Each configuration inhibits both continuous-time
dynamics and discrete-event dynamics which depend on the configuration of
the world. Components obey continuous-time dynamics within each phase
and discrete-event dynamics in phase transitions.
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Type Description Components are organized into types and a simplified
Shift model for the description of a type is given by the tuple

H = (q E Q, Q finite,

x = (Xl, ,Xn ) ,Xi E IR,
C = (CO, ,Cm ) ,Ci C W,

L = (h, , lp) ,

F = {Fq Iq E Q} ,
T) .

(discrete state)

(continuous state)

(configuration)

(events)

(flows)

(transition prototypes)

(B.1)

Each type is a prototypical hybrid automaton A H with Q as its discrete
states. In each discrete state q E Q, the flow Fq of each continuous
variable Xi is either defined as a differential equation Xi = Fq,i(X, XCo)
or as an algebraic definition Xi = Fq,i(X, xco), where xCo is the vector
which contains the continuous variables of all elements of Co. No cyclic
dependencies between the algebraic defined variables is allowed. The
transition prototype T is a finite set of tuples of the form

o= (q, q', g, E, a)

where q, q' E Q are respectively the from and to states of 0, g is a guard
predicate, E is a set of event labels and a is an action that alters the
state of the world.

Component Description A component h of type H assigns, at each time,
values to its state variables (q, x, C). Associated to h is a hybrid au
tomaton A h derived from the prototypical automaton AH using the
values of C. The discrete states of Ah and AH are the same, and the
transitions Th of A h are obtained by transforming the transition proto
types of A H into an equivalent set of simpler transitions.

World Description The set of discrete, respectively continuous, states of
the hybrid automaton A w is the cross product of the sets of discrete,
respectively continuous, states of the components in W. In the discrete
case this is Qw = Qh

1
X ... X Qhw ' The dynamics of the continuous

state variables are determined by the flows defined in the component
automata. The model performs synchronous composition of multiple
automata, and the choice of this definition of world transitions is be
cause preference is given to ease of use over efficiency of implementa
tion. Programs written using the synchronous composition approach
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can be exponentially smaller than those written using cause-effect rela
tionships. However, the algorithm for determining world transitions in
the synchronous composition approach is exponentially more complex
than the corresponding algorithm for the cause-effect synchronization
approach.

World Semantics The semantics of the world are given over traces (T, s),
where

where T~ = 0 and Vi(Ti = T[ 1\ Ti+l 2: Tn, and

where qi E Qw(i), Xi : [T[, Ti+l] -----+ lRnw(i) and L},i E Tw(i).

A trace (T, s) is a run of the world iff the following conditions hold:

1. Initialization. Aw(O) is constituted from the appropriately initial
ized set of initial components in the world.

2. Continuous evolution. For each i, Vt E h, Ti+l),

• if X j,h k is differentially defined:

• if Xj,h k is algebraically defined:

3. Discrete evolution. At each boundary point Ti = T[

• qi = q6 and x(Ti) satisfies the guard 96i , i.e. bi is enabled at
Ti, and

• qi+l = q~i and for each component k, Xhk (T[) = a6i ,k(X(Ti)' i.e.
the state of each component is reset according to that compo
nent's transition. The side-effects of each action are realized
by creating new components as indicated by the actions and
initializing them using X(.Ti)'

• Aw(i + 1) is constituted from the set of components in the
world after bi is taken.
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B.2 The Shift Language

In this section a short summary of the Shift syntax is given and the main
features of the Shift language are illustrated by using an example.

Shift provides two native data types, number and symbol, and additional
types can be defined using three mechanisms: set, array and type. A
variable of type set (T) contains a set of elements of type T, where T is a native
or user-defined type. A variable of type array(T) contains a one-dimensional
array of elements of type T. A component prototype is defined by the Shift
type declaration, similar to the C structure declaration. The continuous
state variables x and the configuration variables C in the model are defined
by the inputs, outputs, and states. The component's continuous and
discrete behaviour is specified by using additional syntactic constructs called
clauses.

discrete The discrete clause defines the possible values for the compo
nent's discrete state variable q and associates a set of differential equa
tions and algebraic definitions to each discrete state.

flow The flow clause can give a name to groups of common equations. The
special flow name default defines the default behaviour of a set of
variables in all states.

transition The transitions between states are defined in the transition
clause, and are labeled by a (possibly empty) set of event labels.

do The do clause associates actions to transitions.

setup The setup clause defines the component's initializations, input-output
connections and externally defined event synchronizations.

global The global clause defines global variables.

function The function clause declares external functions.

It is possible to organize Shift types in an inheritance hierarchy, where a
subtype is required to conform to its supertype's interface by declaring a
superset of inputs, outputs and exported events.

In the appendix is an example of bouncing balls included.It shows how dis
crete states and flow equations can be used to describe the behaviour of
components.
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Appendix C

OmSim Source codes

The source codes in this listing have all been run and
used in the examples.
Used PC:
Processor: 486 DX2 - 66 MHz
Memory: 4 MB
Used Software:
OmSim Version 3.7
obtained from Lund Institute of Technology via
ftp://ftp.control.lth.se/pub/cace/
library file: OmSim.tar.gz
executable: OmSim.PC.linux.bin.gz dated 1998-07

C.l OmSim Source for the Cart System

=== BEGIN FILE: CARTSYS.OM ===

TwoCartsModel ISA Model WITH

mode TYPE Integer;
%mode 0: unconstrained mode
%mode 1: constrained mode

xi, x2, x3, x4, u TYPE Real;
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x1' = x3;
x2' = x4;
x3' = -2.0 * x1 + x2 + u·,
x4' = x1 - x2;

0 = IF (mode -- 1) THEN x1 ELSE u·,

UnconToCon, Start ISAN Event;

ONEVENT -(x1 < 0) CAUSE UnconToCon;
ONEVENT UnconToCon DO
new(x1) := 0;
new(x3) := 0;
new(mode) :=1
END;

ConToUncon ISAN Event WITH
ONEVENT -(u < 0) DO
new(mode):=O;
END;
END;

ONEVENT Start DO
new(mode) := 0;
new(x1) 0.3202;
new(x2) -0.4335;
new(x3) 0.3716;
new(x4) -1.0915;
END;

END;

CartSystem ISA Model WITH

Cart1 ISAN TwoCartsModel;

Init ISAN Event;

WHEN Init DO
schedule(Cart1.Start,O);
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END;
END;

=== END FILE CARTSYS.OM

C.2 OmSim Source for the Tank System

BEGIN FILE: TANKSYS.OM ===

%
%Tank-Jerrycan System
%
TankJerrycan ISA Model WITH
h1, h2, out TYPE Real;
%h1 = volume in tank
%h2 = jerrycan
%outflow from tank

mode TYPE Discrete Integer;
%0: jerrycan is full
% (h2 = 10)
%1: jerrycan is not full and tank is not empty
% (h2 < 10 & h1 > 0)
%2: jerrycan is not full and tank is empty
% (h2 < 10 & h2 = 0)

out = IF mode==O THEN 0
ELSE IF mode==1 THEN 3
ELSE 2;

h1' = IF mode==O THEN 2
ELSE IF mode==1 THEN -1
ELSE 0;

h2' = out;

Start, EventO, Event 1, Event2 ISAN Event;

WHEN ~(h2 > 10) DO
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schedule (EventO, 0);
schedule (Event1, 1);

END;

WHEN -(h1 < 0) DO
schedule (Mode2, 0);

END;

OnEvent EventO DO
new(mode) := 0;
new(h2) 10;

END;

OnEvent Event1 DO
%put a new jerrycan, h2 = 0;
new(h2) := 0.0;
new (mode) 1;

END;

OnEvent Event2 DO
new(mode) := 2;
new(h1) 0;

END;

OnEvent Start DO
%initial tank and jerrycan volume;

new(h2) := 0.0;
new(h1) := 4.0;
new (mode) 1;

END;

END;

TankJerrycanSystem ISA Model WITH
%% Apply initial value for TankJerrycan model:

TankJerrycan1 ISA Tankjerrycan;

Init ISAN Event;
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%% Sequential control:

WHEN Init DO
schedule (TankJerrycanl.Start, 0);
END;
END;

=== END FILE: TANKSYS.OM

C.3 OmSim Source for the Filippov System

=== BEGIN FILE: FILIPSYS.OM ===
FilippovModel ISA Model WITH

mode TYPE Discrete Integer;
%0: Sliding mode
%1: Positive mode
%2: Negative mode

xl, x2 TYPE Real;
lambda TYPE Real;

xl' = 1;

x2' = IF (mode==l) THEN cos(3*xl)
ELSE IF (mode==2) THEN sin(4*xl)
ELSE 0;

lambda = sin(4*xl)/(sin(4*xl)-cos(3*xl));

ONEVENT (~(x2 <= 0) AND (mode==l) AND (sin(4*xl)<=0)) DO
new (mode) 2;
END;

ONEVENT (-(x2 >= 0) AND (mode==2) AND (sin(4*xl»=0)) DO
new (mode) 1;
END;
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ONEVENT (-(x2 < 0) AND (mode==1) AND (sin(4*x1»0)) DO
new(mode) 0;
END;

ONEVENT (-(x2 > 0) AND (mode==2) AND (sin(4*x1)<0)) DO
new(mode) 0;
END;

ONEVENT «mode==O) AND (lambda>=1)) DO
new(mode) := 1;
new(x2) 0;
END;

ONEVENT «mode==O) AND (lambda<=O)) DO
new(mode) := 2;
new(x2) 0;
END;
END;
=== END FILE FILIPSYS.OM

C.4 On1.Sim Source for the State-Event-Test

=== BEGIN FILE: SE_TEST.OM

LIBRARY StateEventLib;
%
%State Event Test
%
StateEventModel ISA Model WITH
mode TYPE Discrete (Positive, Negative);
x TYPE Real;
y TYPE Discrete Integer;
gamma TYPE Real := 2.0;

x' = IF (mode == 'Positive) THEN 1 ELSE-1;

Start, ToggleY1, ToggleY2 ISAN Event;

WHEN -(sin(time()) >= 0) DO
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new(mode) := )Positive;
END;
WHEN -(sin(time()) < 0) DO
new (mode) )Negative;
END;

ONEVENT -(x >= gamma) CAUSE ToggleY1;
ONEVENT ToggleY1 DO
new(y) 1;
END;

ONEVENT
ONEVENT
new(y)
END;

ONEVENT
new(x)
new(y)
END;
END;

~ (x < gamma)
ToggleY2 DO

O·,

Start DO
0.0;
0;

CAUSE ToggleY2;

StateEventSystem ISA Model WITH

starttijd, eindtijd TYPE Integer;
StateEventTest ISA StateEventModel;

Init ISAN Event;

WHEN Init DO
%starttijd := clock();
schedule(StateEventTest.Start, 0);
END;
END;

=== END FILE: SE_TEST.OM
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Appendix D

Prosim Source Codes

The source codes in this listing have all been run and
used in the examples.
Used PC:
Processor: 486 DX2 - 66 MHz
Memory: 4 MB
Used Software:

Furthermore a few remarks for the source in Prosim:
Since some characters cannot be shown in ASCII,
we used some replacements:
The sign <- stands for one sign: <ALT><BACKSPACE>
<= stands for <ALT> + ,,<" key
>= stands for <ALT> + ">" key

D.l Prosim Source for the Cart System

=== BEGIN MODULE: DEFINE

COMPONENT: carts

ATTRIBUTES OF carts:
CONTINUOUS(l): xl x2 x3 x4
CONTINUOUS(O): u
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REAL : xstop
INTEGER : starttime[4] endtime[4] used_hours used_minutes
used_seconds used_centisecs

EXTERNAL: get_time

END MODULE: DEFINE

BEGIN MODULE: MAINMOD ===

CALL get_time«starttime»

SPECIFY xl PRECEPT(xl' <- x3 ) RELERROR(lE-7) ABSERRORC!E-7)
SPECIFY x2 PRECEPT(x2' <- x4 ) RELERRORC!E-7) ABSERROR (1E-7)
SPECIFY x3 PRECEPT(x3' <- x2-2*xl ) RELERROR C! E-7) ABSERRORC!E-7)
SPECIFY x4 PRECEPT(x4' <- xl-x2) RELERROR( lE-7) ABSERROR( lE-7)

SPECIFY u PRECEPT( u <- o )

xl <- 0.3202
x2 <- 0-0.4335
x3 <- 0.3716
x4 <- 0-1. 0915
xstop <- 0

ACTIVATE carts FROM start
AUTOSTORE xl AS "xl"
AUTOSTORE x2 AS I x2"
AUTOSTORE x3 AS I x3"
AUTOSTORE x4 AS I x4"
AUTOSTORE u AS "U"

cycle:
WAIT 1

REPEAT FROM cycle IF CT < 10

CANCEL ALL

CALL get_time«endtime»

<- (endtime[l]-starttime[l])
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used minutes <- (endtime[2]-starttime[2])
used_seconds <- (endtime[3]-starttime[3])
used_centisecs <- (endtime[4]-starttime[4])

STORE used_hours AS "used_hours"
STORE used_minutes AS "used_minutes"
STORE used_seconds AS "used_seconds"
STORE used_centisecs AS "used_centisecs"

TERMINATE

start:
INTEGRATE UNTIL xl < xstop WITH ACCURACY 6
x3 <- 0
SPECIFY x3 PRECEPT( x3' <- 0) RELERROR(lE-7) ABSERROR(lE-7)
SPECIFY u PRECEPT( u <- (2*xl)-x2 )

INTEGRATE UNTIL u < 0 WITH ACCURACY 6
STORE u AS "u"
SPECIFY x3 PRECEPT( x3' <- x2-2*xl) RELERROR(lE-7) ABSERROR(lE-7
SPECIFY u PRECEPT( u <- 0 )

INTEGRATE UNTIL xl > xstop WITH ACCURACY 6
REPEAT FROM start

=== END MODULE: MAINMOD

D.2 Prosim Source for the Tank System

=== BEGIN MODULE: DEFINE

COMPONENT: tanksyst

ATTRIBUTES OF tanksyst:
CONTINUOUS(l) hl h2
CONTINUOUS(O) : out
INTEGER : starttime[4] endtime[4] used_hours used_minutes
used_seconds used_centisecs
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EXTERNAL: get_time

END MODULE: DEFINE

BEGIN MODULE: MAINMOD ===

CALL get_time«starttime»

hl <- 4
h2 <- 0
out <- 3

ACTIVATE tanksyst FROM start
AUTOSTORE out AS "out"
AUTOSTORE h2 AS "h2"
AUTOSTORE hl AS "hl"

cycle:
WAIT 1

REPEAT FROM cycle IF CT < 300

CANCEL ALL

CALL get_time«endtime»

used hours
used_minutes
used_seconds
used_centisecs

<- (endtime[l]-starttime[l])
<- (endtime[2]-starttime[2])
<- (endtime[3]-starttime[3])
<- (endtime[4]-starttime[4])

STORE used_hours
STORE used_minutes
STORE used_seconds
STORE used_centisecs

TERMINATE

start:
GOTO model

REPEAT FROM start

AS "used_hours"
AS "used_minutes"
AS "used_seconds"
AS "used_centisecs"
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modeO:
SPECIFY h1 PRECEPT(h1' <- 2) ABSERROR(1e-3) RELERROR(1e-3)
SPECIFY h2 PRECEPT(h2' <- 0) ABSERROR(1e-3) RELERROR(1e-3)
SPECIFY out PRECEPT(out <- 0) ABSERROR(1e-3) RELERROR(1e-3)
INTEGRATE 1
h2 <- 0

GOTO mode1

mode1:
SPECIFY h1 PRECEPT(h1' <- -1) ABSERROR(1e-3) RELERROR(1e-3)
SPECIFY h2 PRECEPT(h2' <- 3) ABSERROR(1e-3) RELERROR(1e-3)
SPECIFY out PRECEPT(out <- 3) ABSERROR(1e-3) RELERROR(1e-3)
INTEGRATE WHILE (h2<10) & (h1>0) WITH ACCURACY 4

GOTO modeO IF h2>=10
GOTO mode2 IF h1<=0

mode2:
SPECIFY h1 PRECEPT(h1' <- 0) ABSERROR(1e-3) RELERROR(1e-3)
SPECIFY h2 PRECEPT(h2' <- 2) ABSERROR(1e-3) RELERROR(1e-3)
SPECIFY out PRECEPT(out <- 2) ABSERROR(1e-3) RELERROR(1e-3)
INTEGRATE UNTIL h2 > 10 WITH ACCURACY 4

GOTO modeO

=== END MODULE: MAINMOD

D.3 Prosim Source for the Filippov System

=== BEGIN MODULE: DEFINE ===

COMPONENT: Filippov

ATTRIBUTES OF Filippov:
CONTINUOUS(1): x1 x2
CONTINUOUS(O): lambda
INTEGER : starttime[4] endtime[4] used_hours used_minutes
used_seconds used_centisecs

EXTERNAL: get_time
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END MODULE: DEFINE ===

BEGIN MODULE: MAINMOD ===

CALL get_time«starttime»

xl <- 0
x2 <- 0
lambda <- 1

ACTIVATE Filippov FROM positive
AUTOSTORE xl AS "xl"
AUTOSTORE x2 AS "x2"
AUTOSTORE x2' AS "x2'"
AUTOSTORE lambda AS "lambda"

cycle:
WAIT 1

REPEAT FROM cycle IF CT < 3000

CANCEL ALL

CALL get_time«endtime»

used hours
used_minutes
used_seconds
used_centisecs

<- (endtime[l]-starttime[l])
<- (endtime[2]-starttime[2])
<- (endtime[3]-starttime[3])
<- (endtime[4]-starttime[4])

STORE used_hours AS "used_hours"
STORE used_minutes AS "used_minutes"
STORE used_seconds AS "used_seconds"
STORE used_centisecs AS "used_centisecs"

TERMINATE

equal:
x2 <- 0
SPECIFY xl PRECEPT(xl' <- 1) ABSERROR(le-7) RELERROR(le-4)
SPECIFY x2 PRECEPT(x2' <- 0) ABSERROR(le-7) RELERROR(le-4)
SPECIFY lambda PRECEPT(lambda <- SIN(4*xl)/(SIN(4*xl)-COS(3*xl)))
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ABSERROR(le-7) RELERROR(le-4)
INTEGRATE WHILE (lambda<l) & (lambda>O) WITH ACCURACY 3
GOTO positive IF lambda>=l
GOTO negative IF lambda<=O

GOTO equal

positive:
SPECIFY xl PRECEPT (xl , <- 1) ABSERROR(le-7) RELERROR(le-4)
SPECIFY x2 PRECEPT(x2' <- COS(3*xl)) ABSERROR(le-7) RELERROR(le-4)
SPECIFY lambda PRECEPT(lambda <- 1) ABSERROR(le-7) RELERROR(le-4)
INTEGRATE WHILE (x2 >= 0) WITH ACCURACY 3
GOTO equal IF (SIN(4*xl) > 0) & (x2<0)
GOTO negative IF (SIN(4*xl) <= 0) & (x2<0)

GOTO positive

negative:
SPECIFY xl PRECEPT (xl , <- 1) ABSERROR(le-7) RELERROR(le-4)
SPECIFY x2 PRECEPT(x2' <- SIN(4*xl)) ABSERROR(le-7) RELERROR(le-4)
SPECIFY lambda PRECEPT(lambda <- 0) ABSERROR(le-7) RELERROR(le-4)
INTEGRATE WHILE (x2 <= 0) WITH ACCURACY 3
GOTO equal IF (COS(3*xl) < 0) & (x2>0)
GOTO positive IF (COS(3*xl) >= 0) & (x2>0)

GOTO negative

=== END MODULE: MAINMOD

D.4 Prosim Source for the State-Event-Test

=== BEGIN MODULE: DEFINE ===

COMPONENT: test

ATTRIBUTES OF test:
CONTINUOUS(l): x
CONTINUOUS(O): y
REAL: pi
INTEGER: starttime[4] endtime[4] used_hours used_minutes
used_seconds used_centisecs
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EXTERNAL : get_time

END MODULE: DEFINE

BEGIN MODULE: MAINMOD ===

CALL get_time«starttime»

pi <- 3.1415926535897932384626433832795

ACTIVATE test FROM start
AUTOSTORE x AS II X II

AUTOSTORE Y AS lI yll

cycle:
WAIT 1

REPEAT FROM cycle IF CT < 300

CANCEL ALL

CALL get_time«endtime»

used_hours
used_minutes
used_seconds
used_centisecs

<- (endtime[1]-starttime[1])
<- (endtime[2]-starttime[2])
<- (endtime[3]-starttime[3])
<- (endtime[4]-starttime[4])

STORE used_hours
STORE used_minutes
STORE used_seconds
STORE used_centisecs

TERMINATE

start:

AS lI used_hours ll

AS lI used_minutes ll

AS lI used_seconds ll

AS lI used_centisecs ll

SPECIFY x PRECEPT (x , <- 1)
SPECIFY y PRECEPT(y <- 0)
INTEGRATE UNTIL x >= 2

SPECIFY y PRECEPT(y <- 1)

ABSERROR(1e-7) RELERROR(1e-7)
ABSERROR(1e-7) RELERROR(1e-7)

WITH ACCURACY 6

ABSERROR(1e-7) RELERROR(1e-7)
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INTEGRATE UNTIL SIN(CT) <= 0 WITH ACCURACY 6

SPECIFY x PRECEPT(x' <- -1) ABSERRoR(1e-7) RELERRoR(1e-7)
INTEGRATE UNTIL x <= 2 WITH ACCURACY 6

SPECIFY y PRECEPT(y <- 0) ABSERRoR(1e-7) RELERRoR(1e-7)
INTEGRATE UNTIL SIN(CT) >= 0 WITH ACCURACY 6

REPEAT FROM start

=== END MODULE: MAINMoD
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Appendix E

Chi Source codes

The source codes in this listing have all been run and
used in the examples.
Used PC:
Processor: 486 DX2 - 66 MHz
Memory: 4 MB
Used Software:
CHI Compiler, Version 0.3 Updated by Gina, April 1997

E.! Chi Source for the Cart System

=== BEGIN FILE: CARTSYS.CHI

proc cartsys=

I [xl,x2: [m], x3,x4: [m/s] ,
mode: string -- {con,uncon}

xl: :=0.3202
x2: :=-0 .4335
x3: :=0.3716
x4: :=-1. 0915
mode:="uncon";
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mode=lIuneonll; nabla xl<O -> mode:=lI eon ll;xl: :=0;x3: :=0
mode=lI eon ll nabla x2>0 -> mode:=lIuneonll

% [
I
]

*[

1

]

] I

mode=lIuneonll
mode=lI eon ll

-> xl'=x3,x2'=x4,x3'=-2*xl+x2,x4'=xl-x2
-> x2'=x4,x4'=-x2,xl=0,x3=0

xper =1 [eartsys] I

=== END FILE: CARTSYS.CHI

E.2 Chi Source for the Tank System

=== BEGIN FILE: TANKSYS.CHI
proe tanksys=

I [ hl,
hl
h2
out

h2: [m-3], out: [m-3/s],
= volume in tank
= volume in jerryean
= outflow from tank

mode: string
modeO: jerry full,
model: jerry not full, tank not empty,
mode2: jerry not full, tank empty

hl: :=4; h2: :=0; mode:=lI model l1
;

% [ mode=lI modeO Il -> hl'=2, out=O, h2'=out
I mode=lI model 11 -> hl'=-l, out=3, h2'=out
I mode=lI mode2 11 -> hl'=O, out=2, h2'=out
]

*[ mode=lI modeO Il
; delta 1 -> h2: :=0; mode:=lI model l1

;

1 mode=lI model l1
; nabla hl<=O -> hl: :=0; mode:=lI mo de2 11

;

I mode=lI model l1
; nabla h2>10 -> h2: :=0; mode:=lI mo deO Il

;

I mode=lI mode2 11
; nabla h2>10 -> h2: :=0; mode:=lI mo deO Il

;

]

] 1
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mode="pos"; nabla x2<0 ->
sin(b*xl)<=O -> mode:=" neg"
sin(b*x1) >0 -> mode: =" equal"

xper =1 [tanksys] I

=== END FILE: TANKSYS.CHI

E.3 Chi Source for the Filippov System

=== BEGIN FILE: FILIPSYS.CHI

proc Filippov(a,b:int)=
I [xl,x2: [m], lambda: [m/s],
mode: string -- {pos,neg,equal}

xl: :=0; x2: :=0; mode:="pos"; lambda: :=1;
% [mode="pos" -> xl'=1,x2'=cos(a*x1) ,1ambda=1

I mode=" neg" -> xl'=1,x2'=sin(b*x1), lambda=O
I mode=" equal" -> xl'=1,x2'=lambda*cos(a*x1)+(1-lambda)*sin(b*x1),
x2'=0
]

I *[
[

I
]

I mode=" neg"; nabla x2>0 ->
[ cos(a*x1»=O -> mode:="pos"

I cos (a*xl) <0 -> mode: =" equal"
]

] I

I
I
]

mode=" equal"; nabla lambda>=l
mode=" equal"; nabla lambda<=O

-> mode:="pos"; x2: :=0
-> mode:=" neg"; x2: :=0

xper=1 [Filippov(3,4)] I

=== END FILE: FILIPSYS.CHI

E.4 Chi Source for the State-Event-Test

--- BEGIN FILE: SE_TEST.CHI
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proc se_test(gamma: real)=

I [ x: [m], y: [m]

x: :=0; y:: =0 ;
% [ sin(time»=O -> x'=l, y'=O

I sin(time)<=O -> x'=-l, y'=O
]

I * [nabla x < gamma; y: :=0; nabla x >= gamma; y: :=tJ
] I

xper= I [se_test(2)] I

=== END FILE: SE TEST.CHI
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